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Return of the
101st Airborne

First planeload arrives at Fort Campbell
By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)—
Families of 101st Airborne Division
soldiers waved American flags and
yelled "thank you" as the division's
first planeload of troops from Iraq
stepped off the plane Wednesday
after nearly a year at war.
"It's unbelievable. After living
life crappy for a year, everything is
overwhelming. It's great," said Spc.
Jason Chambers, 20, of Hallsville,
Texas, his black poodle Duchess in
his arms after embracing his girlfriend and parents a few minutes
later.
One young boy hugged his
father's knee as the tired and dirty,
yet excited soldiers in desert uniforms stood in formation inside an
Airport hanger to receive a word of
/thanks for their service from Brig.
Gen. (ret.) J.W. Noles.
"Welcome to the real world,"
Noles said.
With that, battle-tested helmets
landed with a thud on the ground as
some soldiers darted to kiss their
spouses. Other soldiers bowed their
heads in thanks to pray with family.
the
. The
plane
carrying
"Screaming Eagles" from the 101st
landed at 2:44) a.m. CST. The 200
soldiers are from the Fort Campbellbased division's advance team.
They are among the 600 soldiers
arriving this week whose task is to
prepare for the rest of the division's
20,000 soldiers returning from Iraq

This was a hard deployment. It's great to be
home.

If

— Sgt. Robert Robinson
after returning to Fort Campbell this morning
following 8 months in Afghanistan and a tour in Iraq
October.
in upcoming days.
After all he'd been through,
The 101st is part of the first wave
of troops to return home in the first Robert Robinson said he didn't want
half of the year after completing to wait any longer to make Charisse
his wife. He's now looking forward
one-year tours.
The soldiers spoke of their con- to married life.
"I just wanted to have it done,"
stant apprehension of getting
ambushed while traveling in con- Robert Robinson said, holding his
voys, and the difficulties of life liv- 2-year-old nephew Zachary in his
ing in the sand far away from loved arms. "That was the chance I had
ones. They described looking for- and I took it."
Charisse Robinson said she's
ward to steaks from Outback
Steakhouse and hanging out with looking forward to the honeymoon.
"I'll go anywhere with him. We
friends.
"This was a hard deployment. can be home for all I care, just me
It's great to be home," said Sgt. and him," she said. "He'll go
Robert Robinson, 25, of Detroit, through whatever he need to go
who was surprised to be met by his through and then he'll be OK. It'll
bride, Charisse Robinson, 30, of take a minute, but he'll be OK."
The division deployed in
Chicago, who wore a white fur hat
and dog tags with a picture of him February and March to Kuwait, and
etched on one side. She had told him later joined the invasion on Iraq on
she would not be able to come to the March 22. In its drive, it took the
central Iraq cities of Najaf, Hillah
airfield.
Robert Robinson spent eight and Karbala before occupying
months in Afghanistan, then left southern Baghdad.
Since April, it has controlled
shortly after for Iraq. The two dated
three months before he left for Iraq northern Iraq. It has faced guerrilla
after meeting in a club, then married
while he was home on leave in •See Page 2A

CHARLES REX ARBOGAST/AP Photo
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U.S. Army Maj. Tim Kehoe lett, with the 101st Airborne Division hugs his wife Jennifer,
morning.
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Kehoe's return was an extra special event since it fell on the couple's 15th wedding anniversary.

Kentucky General Assembly 2004

New House leader reaches out to Republicans
Rep. Rocky Adkins of Sandy Hook was greeted
By JOE BIESK
with a standing ovation. He promised an "open
Associated Press Writer
and an open mind," and offered to work with
door
new
House's
The
—
(AP)
FRANKFORT, Ky.
majority leader preached bipartisanship Tuesday Republicans.
"I reach out my hand as majority floor leader
to launch a 2004 General Assembly session that
seems certain to be dominated by budget prob- to work with you in a bipartisan manner as we
move this agenda forward,- said Adkins, looking
lems.
On an opening day filled with ceremony, law- directly at the Republican leader, Rep. Jeff
makers convened for a session that can last until Hoover of Jamestown.
Adkins succeeds Greg Stumbo, who was
April 15, a constitutional deadline. They are limited to 60 days of legislative business during that majority leader for a record 19 years before being
elected attorney general in November.
span.
Adkins said Democrats and Republicans were
In his first speech as Democratic floor leader,
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Murray Fire Department is
still does not know what caused the
fire that destroyed Carlin's
Restaurant last week.
"We've dug it completely out and
have still be unable to determine the
origin," said Murray Fire Inspector
Dickie Walls. "Everything was too
damaged."

However, two investigators from
the restaurant's insurance company
will be in town Thursday to assist
with the search. -We'll work closely with them."
said Walls. "They can afford to
bring in the equipment that we can't
•afford."
Walls said one of the biggest
questions surrounding the investiga,
tion is when the fire actually started

"With gie students being out of
town we're not sure how long it had
been on fire before it was reported,"-said Walls.
He said the only business around
the restaurant that was open at the
time was Speedway, and the clerk
on duty was watching training
videos around the time of the fire.

•See Page 2A

Hazel council discusses banking options
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. -- BB&T has no plans to close the
Hazel branch.
Regional Bank President John Ray said the bank currently has no plans to close the branch, but there will be
some changes. Ray said two positions at the bank have
been eliminated, that of financial center manager and
customer service representative,
"Our intention is the drive-through and lobby will
remain open," said Ray.
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Local law enforcement officers train in Quick Action
Deployment tactics.

Law officers train for
unexpected scenarios
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement agencies are preparing for unexpected situations. Murray Police Department, Murray State University Police and
Calloway County Sheriff's Department have offered their officers an
alternative response taclic training as violence threatens communities.
The tactic — called Quick Action Deployment -- was created to
allow officers to respond quickly to critical shooting situations in
schools, daycares or crowded work places. Local agencies started the
training program about three years ago, said-Murray-P-0140e Capt. Eddie
Rollins.
The three agencies train within their individual departments and with
each other to allow the first officers at the scene to respond quickly.
regardless of which department they represent.
"The design of this training is for fast response while working together," Rollins said. "It proves cross training among the agencies so everyone can work together."
The maji5rity of MPD's about 30 officers have completed QUAD
training, which was created as an alternative to traditional response training taught at police academies, Rollins said.
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At Monday night's meeting, the Hazel City Council
discussed moving the city's money to a Murray branch
or another bank entirely because the Hazel branch has
reduced its staff.
"With just a teller, we'd have to go to Murray to do
any business anyway," said Hazel Mayor Harold
Pittman.
Ray said customers will be able to go to the Hazel
branch for many of its regular services, check cashing.
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Information on Carlin's fire sought
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certain to have disagreements. However, he and
Hoover were of a similar accord on one issue
Tuesday, telling reporters they had reservations
about one of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's plans to fend
off a budget deficit.
To balance the books this year. Fletcher is taking $23.9 million from the state's share of a
national tobacco settlement, including about $17
million from the Agricultural Development
Finance Corp., which funds farm diversification
projects.

1804 121 N.
Murray, Ky.
753-8888

Insurance Center of Murray
270-753-8355
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Morehead
president
to retire

Town Crier
The following Is an event that
are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Murray City Council will
meet 6.30 p.m. Thursday night at
City Hall. Ordinances concerning
zoning will be discussed. Prior to
the council meeting the Public
Works Committee will meet at 6
pm
• The Murray Independent
School Board will meet in regular
session at 7 p.m. Thursday night
at the Carter Administration
Building. The School District
Finance Corporation will hold its
annual meeting immediately following the Board meeting

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
A truck drives across the railroad crossing on U.S. 641. Hazel
City Council members are looking into fixing the rough crossing.

•Hazel ...
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From Front

1001 Whitnell Ave.

deposits and safety deposit boxes, but any major bank business will be set
up by appointment.
"Cutting back to one person is not entirely true," said Ray.
Although many of the Hazel branch's business clients had been
informed of the change, Ray said the City of Hazel had not been inforrned.
In other business, Council member Nancy Mieure said she is still looking into getting the U.S. 641 roadway across the railroad tracks fixed, but
se far she has had no results. She has called several people with the
Kentucky Departmem of Transportation and the Kentucky/West Tennessee
Railway with no success.
The council has been working for some time to get the rough areas surrounding the railway fixed. Although many Hazel residents are aware of
how rough the road is, the council is worried that since so many tourists
come to Hazel there could be an accident.
Pittman said the group was going to have to keep contacting them; or
even attempt to contact the federal government to get the road fixed.
-The only way we're going to get anything done is to keep putting pressure on them," he said. "They don't drive across it everyday."
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ADVERTISE!!!

Fletcher plans to propose restoring the money through a bond issue
when he makes his budget proposal
to the General Assembly later this
month, his chief of staff said
Monday.
"I personally have reservations
about it," Hoover said. "I just have
a hard time selling to the public borrowing money to pay on.a debt and
just -increasing your debt. And I
think that's the way a lot of people
will look at it. but let's wait and see.
Were trying to keep an open mind
about it and see what the exact proposal is before we decide what to
do."
Adkins also said lawmakers
should reserve judgment until
Fletcher submits his proposed budget, which the constitution requires
by Jan. 27. But he said issuing
bonds to pay off debt would be
"mortgaging the future of our chil-
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Congratulations
Caden Christopher Cain
First Baby of2004!
Born January 1 • 3:59 p.m.
Parents: Christopher & Kimberly Cain
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Three injured in 94E collision
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three people were injured in a
two-vehicle collision Tuesday afternoon on Ky. 94 East.
James C. Suiter, 47, of Murray,
was stopped on Ky. 94 East with his
vehicle's blinker on waiting to turn
left, according to a report from the
Sheriff's
County
Calloway
Department. The driver of the other
vehicle, Jonathan G. Mathis, 23, of
Murray, said he did not see the
blinker or brake lights and could not
stop in time to keep from striking
the back of Suiter's vehicle.
EMS transported a passenger in
Mathis' vehicle and Suiter to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Wrinkle Cream Success
Millions of Seniors and "Baby Boomers" are
praising the exciting discovery by famous
Pharmacist Robert Heldfond...his EB5 Facial
Cream...for the dreaded signs of wrinkles,
crow's feet. crepey throat, "feather" lips
and dry skin.
EB5 is five creams in one jar.. Wrinkle
Cream.. Throat Cream...Firming Cream,..
24-hour Moisturizer and Make-up Base.. all in
one. One jar lasts for months and is sold with
a guarantee of satisfaction at JCPenney.
Phone toll free 1-800-929-8325 to learn more
about all EB5 formulas for younger looking
skin! Or visit online at www.eb5.com.

Robert Heldfond

Available on Cable Monday Nights In January
7 PM
8 PM

Channel 15
Channel 19

Murray Electric
CharterMedia
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Walls said he is trying to identify a car on police video that
stopped under the bridge on
Chestnut St. to let emergency vehicles go by before the fire trucks
reached the scene.
"I can't make out who it was but
I'd like to know what they saw,"
Walls said.
He said anyone with information relating to the fire between
1:30 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. should call
and report it at 762-0321.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
were on Clayton Drive at 7:37 a.m. Monday.
goats
and
Sheep
•
stop signs
• Signs were reported missing from Bellflower Drive and
Road and
down at Buffalo Road and the intersection of Snipe Creek
was
department
road
city
The
Monday.
a.m.
8:07
at
Road
Ridge
Center
notified.
• A caller from 56 Water Lilly Lane wanted to report three bird houses
stolen at 10:45 a.m. Monday.
spray
• Stop signs at Crawford Trail and Jones Sparkman Road was
painted black at 7 p.m. Monday.
at
• A caller from 3491 Pottertown Road reported shots fired next door
1:19 a.m. Thursday.
try•A resident at 1094 Rowlett Trail in New Concord reported someone
a
from
calling
was
She
Friday.
p.m.
6:12
at
house
her
into
ing to break
neighbor's house.
• Murray Post Office reported a pit bull came after a female mail carrier
at 500 Vine Street at 11:42 a.m. Saturday.
• A caller from 1218 Robertson Road South reported a vehicle clipped
three mailboxes near Westside Veterinarian Clinic at 11:59 a.m.
Saturday.
• A deputy was requested at 506 Fifth St. in Hazel because a subject
was banging on doors and windows at 8:28 a.m. Sunday. The same
subject was at the residence Friday.
• A girl was hit by a mo-pod at 1:48 p.m. Sunday, according to a cell
phone caller. Father said he would take the girl to the hospital.
• Items were reported stolen from 703 Myers Road at 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
• A caller listening to a scanner•said power is going off and on, possibly
causing alarms to go off, on Ky. 121 South at 2:34 p.m. Sunday. Murray
Police Department reported tree in power lines on Ky. 121 South at 3:07
p.m.
• A caller from 500 Fifth St. in Hazel reported gun shots being fired in
residential area at 2:50 p.m. Sunday.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
•Jolynn Scott, 22, of Hardin, reported the theft of jewelry valued at $800
from her Hilldale Apartment Monday. Another theft at a nearby apartment was investigated Dec. 29 when Kimberly A. Stopka, 21, reported
the theft of a check.
• Cassandra Sprenger, 23, of Hardin, reported a female pit bull stolen
from her yard between 5:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday. The dog, which
is valued at $300, was on a cable and secured.
• Nita C. Gipson, 37, of Hardin, was traveling southbound on Murray
Highway Friday when her vehicle left the roadway, jumped a driveway
and went into a ditch. Gipson and a passenger, Bradley Sancez, 1, of
Benton, were transported by Marshall County EMS to Marshall County
Hospital, where they were treated for injuries. Gipson was charged with
driving under the influence.
• Keith E. Chester, 33, of Murray, was charged with possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and disregarding a traffic control device Sunday after he drove past a road closed sign on the new Ky.
80 near Aurora. He is scheduled to appear in Marshall District Court at
9 a.m. Jan. 12.
Kentucky State Police
Post One reported 145 criminal cases opened in December. Also last
month there were 173 criminal arrests, 53 collisions investigated, 731
calls for service and 46 driving under the influence arrests. Five fatalities were reported during the month. The post in Mayfield covers 11
counties — Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg. As of Dec. 31, 2003,
there were 63 people died in collisions in the Post One area during the
year. Of those, 41 were not wearing their seat belts and four were not
wearing a motorcycle helmet. During the same time period in 2002,
there were 60 people killed in crashes. Statewide in 2003, there have
been 917 people killed. During the Christmas holiday period, troopers
cited 478 drivers for speeding, 64 for seat belt violations, two for child
restraint violations and 12 drunk drivers.
— Information obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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Acres get
reduced

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Planning
Murray
The
Commission approved a request to
reduce the number of acres Paul and
dren."
Vicky Garland want annexed into
"I think it's bad public policy the city at its meeting Tuesday night.
when we look at having a creditThe Garlands originally wanted
card mentality and bonding debt," nearly 300 acres annexed into
Murray. That request was granted at
he said in an interview.
The opening day was mainly set the planning commission's October
aside for ceremony. In the House, meeting.
Murray City Council will vote on
its constitutional officers stood at
commission's recommendation
the
the front of the chamber to be sworn
for the property, which is located on
in.
Robertson Road South at Squire
On the other side of the Capitol, Road.
the Senate finished its opening day
The annexation request was
business in under an hour. The work reduced to about 158 acres, said
was mostly organizational and cere- David Roberts, the city's planning
monial.
and engineering director. The
Outside the chambers, interest Garlands decided that was the numgroups clamored for attention — ber of acres they are interested in
virtually a daily occurrence during developing right now. The additional acreage, which faces Oaks
General Assembly sessions.
AARP used the Capitol Rotunda County Club, will remain undevelfor an event to promote legislation oped for now, Roberts said.
on abuse of the elderly. Another
group, Kentucky Watch, protested
proposed legislation to limit awards
for medical malpractice.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
University
State
Morehead
President Ronald G. Eaglin will
retire as soon as a new president
can be selected and take office, he
told university faculty and staff
Tuesday.
Eaglin made the announcement
at a faculty and staff convocation.
He said university regents learned
of his intentions in a letter dated
Dec. 12.
Eaglin, who became Morehead
State's president in July 1992, is the
longest-tenured current president of
a public university in Kentucky. He
said he would like to leave by the
end of August.
Lexington attorney Buckner
Hinkle Jr., the chairman of
Morehead State's Board of
Regents, said an executive search
firm would be retained to find the
university's 13th president.
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Mathis was taken to the hospital by
a private vehicle. Both drivers were
treated and released and no information was available on the passenger,
a hospital spokeswoman said.

•Return ...
From Front
attacks and other strife — including
the Nov. 17 collision of two helicopters that may have been maneuvering to avoid enemy fire.
Seventeen soldiers were killed in
the crash.
It is expected to take until April
to get all the soldiers of the 101st
and their equipment home to Fort
Campbell, on the Tennessee border
50 miles north of Nashville.
The 101st is a rapid-deployment
air assault division that uses helicopters to move into enemy territory.
Fifty-nine soldiers from Fort
Campbell have been killed in the
war — 57 of them from the 101st.
The post has had more deaths in
Iraq than any other military installation.
Chambers' girlfriend, Laura
Neat, 23, of Hallsville, Texas, said
she ran through the school supply
store she manages in east Texas
screaming with excitement after his
mother, Ginger Martin, 43, called
to say Chambers was coming
home.
Neal and his parents left at 3
a.m. Tuesday for Fort Campbell to
meet the plane after the 11-hour
drive from Texas, and were too
excited to sleep before they met
him about 24 hours later.
Before he arrived, Martin said
she was so nervous,"I looked down
and my knees were shaking," She
said.
Martin acknowledges she's worried about how her son has
changed.
"You just don't know how people have changed over there,"
Martin said. "People have warned
just to expect changes in his behavior and he's going to be a lot quieter."
Any serious differences were
not immediately evident as
Chambers joked about how he's
going to have to start watching his
language.
"Being around these guys
changes you a lot. I'm going to
have to start watching my words,"
Chambers said, his girlfriend, Neal,
quietly standing by his side.
The best part of the deployment,
he said, was coming home.
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Seniors tackle battle of bulge with exercises

It

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Betty Rose Railey wants to live
to be 124 years old.
Why 124? She's not even sure
how she settled on it. It was just one
of those things where somebody
decides something out of the blue,
then ifoes everything possible to try
to make it become reality.
And she does admit that there is
no guarantee this goal will be
accomplished. After all, she is about
to turn "only" 73. However, she also
believes her quest can result in
many others her age improving their
health, which is why she started the
Stretch-N-Strength exercise program at the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center two
years ago:
"You lose muscle as you age, so
in order to keep healthy, you have to
exercise them quite a bit," said
Railey, who holds a doctorate in
physical education from the
University of Southern California.
"So, I figure that I've got this
expertise inside of me, then I want
to share it with people my age or
even older."
Her message seems to be connecting. Regularly, her two-days-aweek classes inside the George
Weaks Community Center attract
between 15 and 17 students. That
number was down when she conducted her first class of the new year
Tuesday morning.
"I expect that to change rather
quickly. When the word gets out that
Betty Rose is back in town, you'll
see them start streaming back in,"
said Eric Kelleher, executive director of the Murray-Calloway senior
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center, noting her most devoted students tried to hang with the program
through a video tape she made last
month before she took one of her
yearly vacations back to California.
"We really haven't had to do any
recruiting for it. Everybody has really taken to it."
In other words, there probably
were not too many of Kelleher's
clients going the New Year's
Resolution route. Railey said she
tried to solve this matter before she
left for California.
"I made them resolve before I
went," she said, laughing. "I just
made them promise me that they'd
keep it up two times a week, and
even better would be three times a
week."
"And I really appreciate it, too,"
said Murray's Mary Lou Gibbs, a
Railey student. "And that's coming
from somebody who has surgery on
both knees. This has really helped
me."
Murray's Pauline Parker is also a
believer in the program. She said
has lost weight since joining but has
set a goal to lose more.
"After you get used to (the exercises), you feel so much better. You
really do," she said.
Kelleher said fitness was one
thing taken into account when his
center was being rebuilt after its last
permanent home was destroyed by
fire a few years ago. In the new center, clients have a basketball and
shuffleboard court at their disposal,
along with a fitness center that
includes weight-training equipment
and aerobic machines, such as treadmills.
Arm-chair aerobics have been

Social Security reps to
stop in Murray for 2004
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'Theleservice is a fast and easy way for people to take care of their Social
Security business.
Social Security's toll-free number is 1-800-772-1213. The Mayfield
office can be reached directly at 270-247-8095 and is opened from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The office is located at 318 S. Seventh
St., Mayfield, Ky., 42066.
For those who cannot call or visit the office, representatives are available
about contact stations. Murray residents may visit the Calloway County
Public Library from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. the second and fourth
Thursdays. For the first quarter, those dates are Jan. 8 and 22. Feb. 12 and
26 and March 11 and 25. For the second quarter, the dates are April 8 and
22, May 13 and 27 and June 10 and 24. July 8 and 22, Aug. 12 and 26 and
Sept. 9 and 23 are the third-quarter dates. Fourth quarter dates are limited
to Oct. 14 and 28 and Dec. 9 and 23.

(AP)
CHICAGO
Prescriptions for hormone supplements have plunged by one-third
since a study was abruptly halted
because of evidence that the pills
raise the risk of breast cancer, heart
disease and other illnesses in postmenopausal women, an analysis
i found.
In the year after the July 2002
announcement about the risks from
estrogen-progestin pills, U.S. prescriptions for most types of hormone therapy dropped 38 percent,
reversing a seven-year trend,
according to the report in today's
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Based on data through July, the
researchers estimate that prescriptions for hormone treatments
including estrogen-progestin pills
will total 57 million in 2003, campared with 91 million in 2001.
About 6 million American

women used the combined pills in
2001,and an estimated 14,500 cases
of heart disease, breast cancer,
stroke and blood clots were due to
estrogen-progestin use that year, the
researchers said.
They estimated that the number
of such illnesses dropped to 6,500
in 2003, a 56 percent decline from
2001.
"A very large population uses
these drugs and has been positively
affected by the changes in practice
that have come about," said Dr.
Randall Stafford of Stanford
University's Prevention Research
Center, an author of the new analysis.
The increased health risks found
in the landmark study were relatively small, and some doctors say hormones still are appropriate for some
women to relieve such symptoms of
menopause as hot flashes, vaginal
dryness and thinning bones:
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Mary Lou Gibbs, left, Castle
Parker and Pauline Parker,
right, all of Murray lift hand
werghts during their Strengthwith
session
N-Stretch
Instructor Betty Rose Railey
Tuesday morning at the
George Weaks Community
Center.
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featured at the center several years,
while a line dance class meets once
a week. Clients also can be taken to
Murray State University's Regional
Special Events Center three days a
week to walk around that facility.
"We expect this is going to continue to grow," Kelleher said,
emphasizing the fitness center. "Our
people really seem to enjoy that.
When we get here first thing every
morning, there is usually a line of
people outside waiting for the doors
to open so they can use it. And I'd
love to be able to have at least two
treadmills in there. That seems to be
the No. 1-used piece of equipment
right now."

GRAND OPENING
Sat., Jan 10 • 2-5 p.m.
At Our
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It's time to put
Charlie Hustle in
the Hall of Fame
While I've admitted that I don't
care much for baseball, growing up
I cared even less for the Cincinnati
Reds. Most all of my friends,
though, did.
Even though we were located in
the western
Kentucky coalfields of
Hopkins County,
Cincinnati was
the team of
choice. They
were, after all,
the Big Red
Machine and a
County
force to be reckLines & oned with durCity Limits ing those days in
By Eric Walker the late 1970s.
Ledger & Times - The main
Managing
force was Pete
Editor
Rose. Playing
baseball, every
including myself — tried to
kid
emulate Charlie Hustle and especially his head-first dives into
bases. At the time, he was the epitome of a baseball player: Tough and
a winner.
Of course, that changed for a lot
of kids and a lot of fans when Rose
was banned from baseball for gambling and betting on the game.
Some denied that, particularly Rose
himself. Others believed it for a
fact. But kw, in my opinion,
believed he should be kept out of
Cooperstown and the Baseball Hall
of Fame.
'After rearing its head off and on
for the past 14 years. the issue has
popped up again, but not from a
strong fan base but rather from
Rose. In his new book, "Pete Rose:
My Prison Without Bars,' and also
on a highly-publicized ABC news
show Thursday night, he admits
that he indeed bet on baseball. This
after 14 years of denial.
Ii has cost him too much time
from being recognized as one of the
true greats of the game. Did he lie?

Economic development outlook
Because I have the honor to
serve on the Kentucky Economic
Development Finance Authority
board in Frankfort, I am often able
to gauge the
level of economic development
activity across
our entire state
at any given
time.
Every project, whether
being presented
Guest Voice as a proposal or
By Melvin B.
for final
Henley
approval, comes
Murrayto the KEDFA
Calloway
board for discusCounty
sion. This
Economic
enables any
Development
board member
Corporation
to easily deterChairman
mine whether
statewide'economic development activity is
increasing or decreasing, and to see
which regions of the state are particularly "hot" for recruitment of
new jobs. Having this opportunity
makes the KEDFA board appointments much sought after by all
cities and counties across the commonwealth.
During 2002 and the first portion
of 2003, the number of projects
across our state decreased monthly.
A pickup in activity statewide was
noted for the last half of 2003, and
I believe this bodes well for Out

region.
Locally, we have had more "tire
kicker" industrial prospects coming
in to look us over during the
months of October, November and
December than we had during the
preceding 12 months in total. We
were extremely fortunate to have
landed the two Pella plants, which
located in the former Mattel manufacturing facility, as these projects
occurred right in the middle of an
economic downturn which was
experienced across the entire
United States. As an added benefit,
the two Pella plants occupy only
one of the Mattel buildings, and we
have the remaining 800,000 square
foot Mattel warehouse complex to
market for other prospective projects.
I am sure it is frustrating to
many of our local citizens not to be
able to know what our new industrial prospects are from month to
month, but it is a fact of life in the
economic development business
that any local indiyidual, whether
.on the Economic Development
Corporation payroll or acting in the
capacity of a volunteer, must
remain very quiet about any
prospect coming in to look us over.
Most of the time prospects coming
in to look at our community do so
without relating who they are, but
there are methods which enable us
to determine what company they
are representing.
Gaining such information

costs with the state, and sale of any
property in the industrial park must
be approved by the KEDFA board,
with the state receiving the proceeds from the sale.
Just as the burgeoning automobile assembly plants in the central
and northern Kentucky areas have
helped communities within 100
miles of each plant site, any major
project that might occur in the
Pennyrile Ihdustrial Park or in the
prospective Graves County regional
park has much potential for attracting parts manufacturing plants to
our area. With the advent of just-intime delivery of assembly parts to
such plants, parts suppliers must
locate no further than 100 miles
from the assembly plant itself to
ensure consistent on-time delivery
and usually choose to locate in
some community other than the one
in which the assembly plant is
located.
Murray and Calloway County
would be very appealing to parts
manufacturers because of our
excellent work force. Time after
time manufacturing plants locating
in our community have been ,
extremely pleased with the work
ethic and skill levels of our citizenry. Our excellent work force'rnakes
us extremely competitive in the
business of economic development,
and our skilled and cooperative citizens in the work force need to be
commended for their attitude and
work ethic.

Our Readers Write
To the Editor,
On Saturday, the resource centers of Murray
and Calloway County will sponsor the 44th
Make A Difference Day in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot on the campus of Kirray
State University. The event will take place from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The main emphasis for the resource centers is
the recycling paper. It will make it much easier
on the workers if you would box, bundle or bag
all the different types of paper. Although all
types of paper, including cardboard, will be
accepted newspapers will be stored in a separate
truck.
We are hoping for a record breaking day for
the Lions Club. They are only 167 short of

Pete Rose
Yes. Has he smeared his name and
reputation? Yes.
Has he damaged baseball? Not
as much as strikes and administrative snafus have, but he certainly
hasn't helped it.
But there is also no denying that
Charlie Hustle was one of the baseball's elite players. He played in a
major-league record 3,562 games,
posted 4,256 career hits and a hitting streak of 44 games.
Rose is the only player to play
500 games at first, second and third
bases, as well as left and right
fields. Add to that is his three
World Series championships — two
with the Reds(1975-76) and one
with Philadelphia (1980).
This isn't the Black Sox scandal
Those guys threw their games.
Rose made a mistake and bet on
them — still a no-no but not the
most heinous crime in the world.
There are plenty of names in
Cooperstown who have done

enables us to tailor our presentations to what we feel the company
is likely to be looking for, but at the
same time, if this information
reaches the street our prospects for
success in attracting the industrial
project can be severely harmed, or
even killed outright.
Because it is necessary to keep
information concerning industrial
prospects from reaching the community too soon, we would ask citizens to understand why we are very
close mouthed at the MurrayCalloway County Economic
Development Corporation. Please
be assured that we have the future
of our community at heart as we
carry out our work in attempting to
attract new jobs.
Obviously, there are companies
that we would not wish to attract
into our community for one reason
or another, but most of our
prospects would make good corporate citizens.
It was recently announced that
the Pennyrile Industrial Park is
ready to market. This 475-acre
project will be promoted for major
industry on the Web sites of the
Kentucky Economic Development
Cabinet and the West Kentucky
Corporation, a regional marketing
group. The site is controlled by a
board whose members are appointed by the judge-executives from
Lyon, Caldwell, Crittenden,
Livingston and Trigg counties. The
five counties are sharing marketing

10,000 pairs of eyeglasses in the first 43 Make A
Difference Days.
Two special collections will benefit CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates). We will
collect cell phones. Plus you can buy a $1 entry
on the CASA playhouse, which will be on display.
Motor oil will be collected for Taylor Bus,
old clothes will benefit J.V. Kevil and ink jet
cartridges will go to Big Brothers/Big Sisters.
We would like to recognize Pella and Twin
Lakes, which have helped Big Brothers/Big
Sisters recycle more than 1,250 cartridges in the
past.
Aluminum cans will go to the WATCH center. The center's number now exceeds 1 million

cans collected in the first 43 Make A Difference
Days alone.
Whether it is 62 degrees or 26 degrees on
Saturday, 200 volunteer hours will be needed to
make this event a success. Help support the
resource centers of Murray and Calloway
County through your recycling efforts. If you
have questions about Make A Difference Day,
call 759-.9592 or 762-7333.
As an added bonus, the Murray State
Athletics Department has donated 500 children's
tickets to the doubleheader Jan. 17. They will be
given to the recyclers on Saturday.
Bill Wells
Murray Schools Family Resource Center
Make A Difference Day coordinator

Cot Something To Says

Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray KY
42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please include
address and telephone number and all letters
MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be
between 300-400 words in length and we

worse.

I don't believe Rose should be
allowed to manage or play a role
with any organization, but he doesn't deserve to be shut out of being
placed in the Hall of Fame. I
believe fans want him in, and baseball should break from its recent
tradition and give them what they
want.

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) _
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

' -.‘014111111411004'

require letters be typed.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of
length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum

page. No "Thank you" letters will be accepted, except those referring to the community
at large.
Comments or questions may be directed to
Eric Walker, managing editor, at 753-1916.
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Wanted poster results in
capture of wanted fugitive

Obituaries
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Mrs. Verba N. Ray, 92, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 6, 2004, at 8:30 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
One daughter, Betty Niccum, died in 1984, and one son, Houston Ray,
died in 2003. Also preceding her in death were three sisters, Pearl qpchran,
Irene Cole and Flora Mae Holley, and three brothers, Loice Cole, Tellus Cole
and Bud Cole. Born Aug. 26, 1911, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Dee Cole and Rachel Adeline Enoch Cole.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hazel Ray, Murray; five
grandchildren, Tina Gracey and husband, Rick, Apple Valley, Calif., Butch
Niccum and wife, Karen, Georgia,Connie Niccum, Paducah, and Monty Ray
and wife, Kathy, and Tony Ray, all of Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements.

Rex Cooper
The funeral for Rex Cooper will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Jim Phillips and Mike Tucker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tommy Boggess,Tyler Boggess, Rick Boggess, Randy
Boggess, Roger Cooper and Darrell Sheridan, active; Jody Jones, Don
Marine, Ted Lovett, Bill Overbey, Johnny Parker and Clayborn Crick, honorary. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
Mr. Cooper, 79, Grant Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 6, 2004, at 3:50
p.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Retired from maintenance at Murray State University, he had also been a
house painter. A member of Union Grove Church of Christ, he was an Army
veteran of World War II receiving the Purple Heart.
Born July 27, 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late John
William Cooper and Nancy Maude Armstrong Cooper. One grandson, Grant
Sloan, and six brothers, Cleatus, J.T., Clarence, 011ie, Herman and Fred
Cooper, all preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emma Jean Boggess Cooper, to whom
he was married Feb. 24, 1945; one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Curtis and husband, Delhert, Mayfield; one son, Ronald Cooper and wife, Faye, Memphis,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. May Ruth Sheridan, Coldwater, three grandchildren,
Greg Sloan and wife, Allison, Mayfield, and Russell Cooper and wife,
Ginger, and Janet Cooper, all of Nashville, Tenn.; four great-grandchildren,
Anna and Gavin Sloan, Mayfield, and Katelyn and Lauren Cooper,
Nashville.

Aubrey Thompson Jr.
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The funeral for Aubrey Thompson Jr. will be today (Wednesday)at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. David Brasher, the
Rev. Roy Gibson and the Rev. Clarence Cooper will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hillcrest Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Harmony Baptist Church
Building Fund, 4817 Symsonia Hwy., Benton. Ky., 42025.
Mr. Thompson Jr., 71, Birch Street, Benton, died Sunday, Jan. 4, 2004, at
7:47 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
He worked in maintenance for the Tennessee Valley Authority after retiring from Shawnee Steam Plant. An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church and Labors International
Union of North America.
Two sisters, Beatrice Simpson and Junell Dunn, preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late Aubrey Lee Thompson and Minnie Thompson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Thompson; two sons, Terryl
Aubrey Thompson, Benton, and Troy Darwin Thompson, Gilbertsville; two
sisters, Mrs. Alma Damall, Benton, and Mrs. Joyce Riley, Tell City, Ind.;
three brothers, John L. Thompson, Calvert City, Curtis E. Thompson,
Hackett, Ariz., and Alvin J. Thompson, Hardin; two grandchildren.

James Edwin Kendal

IMMEMMII

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7 2004

James Edwin Kendall, 81, Chicago, Ill., formerly of Springfield, Tenn.,
brother of Mrs. Dorothy Kendall Peebles of Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 4,
2004. at 3:35 p.m. at Oakview Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City,
Ky.
He was the son of the late Robert Frederick Kendall and Bessie Roe
Kendall. Also preceding him in death were two sisters and four brothers.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he served in the Normandy invasion. He
was a member of D.L. Moody Church, Chicago.
Survivors include his sister, Mrs. Peebles, and several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Sulfur Well Church of Christ,
Henry County, Tenn. Randy Stevens will officiate. Burial will follow in the
church cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m. Saturday.
Morrow Funeral Chapel of LaCenter, Ky., is in charge of arrangements.

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) - A ing Carter with the murders of
"wanted" poster led to the arrest three people - Elizabeth Smith
Tuesday of a man accused of three Reed, 35, Courtney Smith, 16, and
murders who was recently featured Reed's boyfriend, Glenn Carter
on the America's Most Wanted tel- Pafford, 49.
The Kentucky arrest came after
evision show.
A Kentucky State Police trooper troopers were called to investigate
recognized Pinluiey "Chip" Carter a report of a stolen car.
"Troopers Brian Duvall and
from an FBI poster, KSP
Brad
said.
Smith ... talked to the man
Meadows
spokesman Barry
He is accused of killing three peo- (Carter), and eventually arrested
him for alcohol intoxication and
ple in Jacksonville, Fla.
Carter, 49, of Jacksonville had giving police false information,"
lived in Mayfield for three or four Meadows said. Carter was released
months working as a roofer, from the McCracken County Jail
Meadows said. He was captured on bond Friday morning.
"Trooper Smith and Sgt. Jay
about 7 a.m. CDT without resistance when he left his residence for Giger were in the department
Friday night and Smith kept lookwork, he said.
ing
at an FBI poster and commentarrest
issued
police
Jacksonville
warrants in December 2002 charg- ed that it was the man he arrested

Friday night," Meadows said. "A
further check developed information that he was the man."
Assistant Jacksonville Police
Chief Steve Weintraub said
Carter's identity was confirmed by
the FBI. Weintraub said detectives
will be sent to Mayfield to interview Carter.
Carter fled to Mexico following
the August 2002 homicides. He
crossed ttle border by swimming
the Rio Grande River to avoid
Texas authorities, Weintraub said.
He was jailed in Mexico for carrying weapons into the country
then later released after paying
authorities there $1,000. Weintraub
said he (lid not. know when Carter
may haw- returned to the United
States.
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Powerball
winner arrested
on assault
charges
WINFIELD, W.Va. (AP) The man who won the largest single lottery jackpot in history has
been accused of threatening to kill
the manager of a bar.
Jack Whittaker, who hit the
$314.9 million Powerball jackpot
on Christmas 2002, was arraigned
Tuesday by a Putnam County
magistrate on charges of trying to
hit and threatening to kill Todd
Parsons, the manager of Billy
Sundays Bar and Grill in St.
Albans.
Police documents indicate
Whittaker, who reportedly had
been banned from the establishment, entered the bar Sunday and
argued with Parsons.

DNA tests confirm mad cow Holstein came from Canada
WILBUR,' Wash. (AP) Federal workers using a vacant
slaughterhouse in rural Eastern
Washington began killing a herd of
calves that included the offspring of
a Holstein infected with mad cow
disease whose bloodlines were
traced to Canada.
The entire herd of 449 bull
calves, ranging in age from 1 month
to several months, was being sedated and given lethal injections
Tuesday at a privately owned facility in Wilbur, said Nolan Lemon,
spokesman for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Agriculture officials had said the
herd would have to be killed
because the calf born to the sick
cow was not tagged and could not
be identified. They have been
unable to rule out the possibility that
mad cow disease can be transmitted
from mother to calf.
The animals were not to be
processed for meat or other products. The carcasses will be buried at
a landfill in southern Washington,
Lemon said. He could not say when.
Sheriff's cars blocked the snowcovered road leading to the slaughterhouse. Calves could be seen in
pens next to a one-story white block
building. A sign outside was covered with a black plastic bag.
Some of the animals had been
killed by mid-afternoon, and the rest
of the 449 calves were scheduled to
be killed by midnight Tuesday.
Lemon said. Contacted about midnight, he would not say whether the
killing had been completed.
Workers were handling the
process slowly because the calves
were so young and they want to do
it right, Lemon said,"The veterinarians have been taking their time to
ensure that those animals weren't
alarmed and were comfortable," he
said.
Earlier Tuesday, agriculture officials announced genetic testing had
confirmed tbe infected Holstein was
born in Canada. The DNA tests on
the cow, one of its offspring and the
semen from the cow's sire showed

JEFF T GREEN AP Photo
449 calves were
where
Wash.,
An empty cattle hauler sits parked along State Highway 2 in Wilbur,
Wash. feedlot.
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for mad cow disease in Mabton,
farm near Leduc, Alberta,
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The results puts new emphasis later. USDA officials said they still for dairy farms. "We're hopeful that
on Canada's role in the investigation were trying to confirm that informa- the- investigation will show that
there are no problems, and everyof the outbreak of the brain-wasting tion.
thing can resume as it had been.investigamean
results
test
The
is
second
the
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The
disease.
. The U.S. beef industry renewed
cow originating in western Canada tors will intensify their search for
diagnosed with mad cow disease the source of infection, most likely its call for resumption of internafrom contaminated feed, in Alberta, tional trade in American beef folsince May.
Agriculture officials announced where both Canadian cows that test- lowing the announcement. More
the latest mad cow diagnosis Dec. ed positive for the disease were than 30 countries banned imports of
U.S. beef after mad cow disease was
23, marking the first time the dis- born.
Officials have said they believe diagnosed.
ease has been found in the United
Mad cow .disease, or bovine
the cows were probably infected as
States.
encephalopathy. eats
born
spongiform
were
they
because
calves
The cow, which was slaughtered
of cattle. The disin
brains
the
holes
both
when
1997,
August
before
United
the
to
cone
Dec. 9, had
States from Canada with 80 other countries banned cattle feed that ease is a concern because humans
cattle two years ago. The herd was contained parts of cattle, sheep or can develop a brain-wasting illness,
variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease,
dispersed because the previous other cud-chewing animals.
consuming contaminated beef
in
from
published
reports
News
owner could no longer operate his
the
products.
with
herd
the
have,
said
Canada
farm, Evans said.
Both countries have been trying infected Holstein originated at a

Homes and businesses evacuated after explosions rock chemical plant

\

CONWAY, Ark.(AP)-Dozens
of people were kept from their
homes Wednesday as firefighters
working in freezing temperatures
sprayed water on a chemical plant
where a series of explosions injured
two people and forced thousands to
evacuate.
The explosions at the Detco
Industries plant Tuesday morning
shot fireballs into the sky and sent
up a plume of smoke so thick it
could be seen 30 miles away in
Little Rock. Everyone within a mile
of the plant was ordered to evacuate.

Wednesday morning, residents vent these types of rare accidents
all of
were still being kept from trailer from happening, and to protect
comthe
as
well
as
homes near the plant, but schools our employees
and several businesses in the area munity from such hazards," compareopened. One worker injured in the ny president Trey Elliott said.
Federal documents filed by the
blast was hospitalized in critical
show the plant had hydrocompany
stable
in
was
condition; the other
unit.
burn
hospital
a
in
condition
Officials with Detco, which
makes industrial chemicals and
aerosol products, such as cleaners
and disinfectants, said they did not
know what caused the explosions.
"Detco Industries takes every
safety precaution necessary to pre-
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fluoric acid, sulfuric acid and
methanol on the premises, said
Jennifer Gordon, spokeswoman 'for
the ArVirigas Department of
Emergency Management.
of
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up portable air monitoring stations
in the area after the explosions, said
it did not believe any toxic material
was carried to populated areas in the
town of 46.000.

"Based on the information we
have from the scene, in areas outside
of that evacuation area people
should not be concerned about their
health," Gordon said.
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Memories of 2003 shared
As we consider the year we
have just completed and look
ahead to 2004 that waits fresh
and new with eager anticipation
there were many highlights in
the Calloway County 4-H Program that might not have been
related or shared with our community.
I love the end of the year

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

This time of year it is just beginning to
feel like winter in our part of the country
It's time to make the most of your winter
wardrobe and blend in some of your new
items you received for Christmas with
some of your great new sale purchases.
We are making room for all of our new.
spring Merchandise so now is the time to
stock up*on fall and winter basics at great
discounts: It's also a great time to pick up
holiday wear items for next year, You
can't go wrong with a velvet dress, dressy
pants and a glitzy top. , •
Use your gift certificates you received
for Christmas on winter bargains or put
new spring on layaway.
Tops and sweaters — can we ever have
too many? We're supposed to have at least
three sr four tops for each pair of pants.
.Many tops are cotton, rayon or acrylic and
can he worn year around. They look great
under a jacket for this cold weather but
equally good with dress pants or jeans or
skirt. .
his is the time of year to get rid of the
,Atter in our environment. When we feel
id about our environment, whether at
..•nie or at work, we feel safe and have a
.•):nse pf well being. Clutter and messiness
brings on confusion and dissatisfaction
with our lives.
When you feel good and look good your
appearance reflects how you feel. Look at
some pictures of yourself made at different times and you'll be able to see and
sense how you were feeling at the time.
When you treat yourself to beautiful
things, like a new sweater, a piece ofjewelry or a candle that has a wonderful fragrance you are 'riot splurging, you are
doing what ,you can to feel good about
yourself and those around you.
We have some great bargains to spice up
your wardrobe this winter. t We have lots
of cold days ahead) Fall and winter merchandise is marked down 50 to 60%.
selected jewelry at half price, lots of cute
purses, houseshoes and hose at half price
also.
Congratulations to Jan Fuqua who won
the Deep Steep Bubble Bath last Friday at
our weekly luncheon. Come by and join
us anytime between II a.m.-2 p.m.
Quote of the Week: "People are always
blaming their circumstances for what they
are. I don't believe in circumstances. The
people who get on in this world are people
who get up and look for circumstance
they want and if they can't find them, they
make them.- George Bernard Shaw.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report
"Voted Best Ladies Boutique in
l'allotas Counts Two Years In A

'Pre, S"mrrhing For Even erne Story

reviews of music or news
events. I enjoy thinking back
through the activities and thinking aboiet the meaningful events.
In 2003 we had very active
winter weather
which caused
us to have to
reschedule
Reality Store
for 8th grade
students from
Feb. 6 to Feb.
28.
It also
caused Cal4-H Update loway County
By Ginny
and Murray
Harper
Schools to go
Calloway
separately to
County
4-11 Camp. We
Extension
had to go the
Agent for 4-H first week of
Youth
June with the
Development city youth and
the third week
of July with the county youth. It
did encourage new leaders from
both systems to go to camp and
that was great.
We took 38 different teens
and adults to camp as leaders.
We also took 138 campers in
2003. 4-H Camp is a lot of fun
because of the leaders.
New programs in 2003
included the following:
The Western Rivers Livestock
Expo at the Murray State Exposition Center in July which had
115 livestock and dairy judges
and 198 animals exhibited. Youth
from all oyer the Commonwealth
participated M this new event.
We also hosted the first Calloway County 4-H /FFA Show
and Sale in September. Nine
youth showed and sold their
market animals. Youth also had
to keep good records on the
feeding and care of their animals
in order to participate.
We also 'hosted a 4-H Roundup to encourage families to
come and sign up to be in 4-H.
We had 68 youth and parents
attend on that Saturday morning.
We had five youth receive the
...opportunity to represent Kentucky on National trips. Jessica
Miller was one of five Kentuckians that 'attended National 4-H
Conference in Washington, D.C.
Jessica helped set policy and
determine the direction of 4-H
in next 10 years.
heather Ferguson, Coley
Miller, Michael Siebold and
Kaycie Wyatt represented Kentucky at the National Poultry
and Egg Conference as the Poultry Judging Team for Kentucky.—
The year 2004 promises new
ventures and new excitement in
the 4-H program. It is always
invigorating to see youth learn
and grow as they gain new
skills and develop character.
There will be new youth and
families that choose to be
involved and that will be exciting as well. New youth are
always welcome to join 4-H and
become involved in all that
waits in 2004.
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the Murray Calloway County United
Way and is a part of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service.
Our address is 310 South Fourth
Street and our phone number is
270-753-1452.

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Marine Corps League Detachment

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Photo provided
Murray Marine Corps League Detachment purchased personal care products to fill 25 Christmas stockings for veterans at the Veterans' Administration Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., made possible by a grant of Murray Wal-Mart Super
Center. Pictured, from left, are Clara Pawlowski, Steve
Weathford, Wal-Mart, Raymond Pawlowski, league commandant, Carole Watkins, veterans representative, James
Thompson, league adjutant, David Rhodes, Wal-Mart, and
Sandra Smith.

WritersPotpourri
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday, Jan. 10, at 9:30 a.m.
at the Calloway Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers.
Charlie York, director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as follows:
CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS
By Charlie E. York
We are soldiers
engaged in war.
With few pleasures
but much to abhor.
We face hostility
each day we greet.
In life's troubled
unfriendly street;
A soldier carries
shield and lance.
He must have faith
and tolerance.
Soldiers`-must a
constant vigil keep
for the wicked plot
while the innocent
sleep.
THE NEW YEAR
By Wilma J. Sanders
As I face a brand new year
May I plunge in without fear
Not regret things gone
wrong.
These happen to make me
strong
Follow the Lord the best I
can
Let Him judge the race I ran
One can never change the
past
It's gone and the dye is cast
Today is mine, Lord, let me
see
Things You have planned for
me.
The road ahead. oh, so
bright
If I walk by faith-not by sight
THE BLUE SERGE
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Daddy had a blue serge suit
It hung behind the door
It hung back there day after
day
Collecting dust galore.
There was no way
To keep the dust off the suit
Sometimes it'd be enough to
Fill one of my gum boots_
He wore it on special days.
and
When they rolled around
Mom would reach behind the

by Charlie Yea
door
And take that blue serge
down.
She'd take it to the front
porch
And flail it in the air
The dust would gently drift
away
And settle on the lawn
somewhere.
Election day was his fay'rite
day
He'd go cast that single vote
He'd come home whistling,
through the woods
Missing every note.
That made Mom suspicious
She'd start pattin' her little
foot
And if she caught a whiff of
rye
She'd flog that blue serge
suit.
She'd rant and rave
And say things I'd never
heard
Dad would grin and shake
his head
And never say a word.
He'd change into his over-ails
Then on his lap I'd get,
He would whisper in my ear
"I think your Ma's upset."
Next da_y he'd head for the
fields,
Big broad and tall,
That's the way I liked him
best
In his thread-bare over-ails.
The Boys (101st)
By Lenda Easley
The 101st Airborne was its
name
Screaming Eagles
Mark - I would meet
He was hard to beat
I would never be the same
Was it to be a game
Tall and sandy headed
But our relationship was
steady
But to my surprise,
He had another lady
We spent time together
We all would spend time at
the beach
Played on Bev's mom and
dad's pontoon
We had so much fun
We would use Mr. Dee's
boat
And we all would go for us
a a Coke
Those were days
I won't ever forget them
They will live in my heart
forever!
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During these cold winter days, we have a strong
tendency to become blue or depressed.
I found this quote by Helen Keller on the
back of a cereal box as follows:
"Your success and happiness lie in you...Resolve
to keep happy, and your joy and you shall form
an invincible host against diMculties."
When we think of Keller who was blind and
had other disabilities who accomplished so many
things in her life, we should remember the many
things and opportunities in life we take for granted.

VFW meeting canceled
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars, Murray,
scheduled for Thursday, Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall has been canceled, according
to Daythel Turley, commander.

Scott and Rutledge will be honored
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Helen Keller's quote
gives special thought

The Murray Fire Department will honor Fire Chief Pat Scott and
Assistant Chief Dwight Rutledge on Friday, Jan. 9. The reception will
be from noon to 2 p.m. in the City Council chambers of the Murray City Hall; and the dinner will be Friday at 7 p.m. at The Big
Apple Cafe. All friends and families are invited.

Zeta Department plans meeting
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Cindy Ragsdale, Licensed
Social Worker, will talk about "Living Wills." Hostesses will be Mildred Newton, Neva Grey Allbritten, Edwina Garrison, Rebecca West
and Jo Elkins.

CCHS Committee will meet
Assessment Committee of Calloway County High School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 3:15 p.m. in
room 708. The public is invited.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security Administration representative will be at the Calloway Public Library on Thursday, Jan. 8, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. to give assistance in filing claims.

Veterans' assistance available
Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department
of Veterans Affairs, is scheduled to be at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray, on Thursday, Jan. 8, from 9 a.m. to
noon. He will provide counseling assistance in filing claims for state
and federal benefits. For information call 1-877-812-0840 or 1-270247-1131.

WOW Lodge 592 will meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at
6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray.

Youth group plans event
The youth of First Christian Church are going to Kentucky Oaks
Mall, Paducah, for shopping and a movie on Saturday, Jan. 10. The
group will leave the church parking lot at noon and return by 6 p.m.
All members and invited friends are encouraged to attend. Youth are
asked to call the church Office, 753-3824, to put your names on the
list.

Girl Scout Cookie Kickoff Thursday
Girl Scout Cookie Kickoff will be Thursday. Jan. 8, at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray Elementary School. Leaders need to attend. Girls and parents will learn all of the safety rules and regulations of selling cookies. Parents are needed to sign permission forms so the girls can start
selling on Frida), For information call Darlene Brumley at 767-0590.

Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday
Glory Bound Entertainment will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, from 7 to
9 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, Murray. Featured will be the
group, Hallelujah Singers. Each one is asked to bring a can of food
for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will be
taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist
Church and the public is invited.

Macular Degeneration group to meet
Macular Degeneration Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 8,
at 12:30 p.m. in the education room of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens at the Weaks Center. Special speaker will be Dr. Jim
Courtney of Courtney Vision Center. For more information call 7530929.

Compassionate Friends plan meetings
Compassionate Friends will have two meetings this month. The
first will be Thursday, Jan. 8, and the second will be Thursday, Jan.
29, both at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Members are asked to note the change in
dates for this month. This is a group for any person who has lost a
child or young adult through death. For information call Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Grief Recovery Group to meet
Grief Recovery Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 8, at 6:30 p.m. in
the annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

MHS Football Banquet planned
Tickets are now on sale for the 2003 Murray High School Football Banquet to be Thursday, Jan. IS, at 6 p.m. at the Murray State
University Curris Center. Tickets at
5 each are available through
Jan. 13. Tickets will not be sold at the door. For more information
call Regina Hudspeth at 759-4499.

North committee will meet
Technology Committee of North Elementary Scbool Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today. Jan. 7, at 3:10 p.m. in the
school library.

Clothes Closet open on Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open again on Thursday, Jan. 8, from 9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured
are infants to adult clothes which are free to those needing them. For
information call Linda Young at 437-4890.

Book our rooms today!

Ameritiost
Inn
1210 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 759-5910

CCMS Council plans meeting
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today. Jan. 7, at 3:15 p.m. in the media center. Brian
Harper, principal, invites all interested persons.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky. — Tuesday's
contest between the Calloway Count
Marshall Co.
9
18
31
y Lakers and Callow
49
ay Co.
Marshall County Marshals had all
32
43
61
the mak- Ilhershall Co. (49) — Holder1012, Newco
mb 12. Marsh 9.
ings of a heavyweight fight.
Aid 8, Trexler 2, Beck 2, Matloc
k 2, Wilhams 0, Carlson
The potent offense of the Marshals
0, Attache* 0, Smith 0, Donohoo 0.FG:
17-54
3-point FG:
meas- 6-23 (Holde
ured up against the suffocating
r 3, Marsh 2, Newcomb 1) FT: 9-15 %abou
nds:
defense of the 27. Fouls: 20
Lakers in a packed house at Marsh
all Coun- Calloway Co. (61) — Jones 14, Futrell 10, Adams 10,
ty High School. About the only
thing miss- Barrow 8, Walker 7, Salinas 6, Hargrove 6, Welter 0, Murdock 0, Streetman 0, Crouch 0. FG:
ing was Michael Buffer and Don
20/37. 3-point FG:
King.
3-5 (Salonas 2, Futrell 1). F1': 18-30. Rebou
But, in the end, the tilt was anyth
nds: 41. Fouls:
ing but 8.
dramatic as Calloway County deliv
ered an time.
early first-half knockout punch that
sent the
It took three minutes into the third period
Marshals down for the count in a
61-49 win.
before the Lakers got a bucket, but they conThe victory moves Calloway to 8-4
over- tinue
d to keep Marshall at arms length, holdall and 2-0 in Fourth District play.
ing a 43-31 lead.
According to Laker coach Terry
Birdsong,
Impressive as Calloway's offense was, its
the win was a result of focus and
execution. defen
se was just as superb, holding Marshall
"We had a game plan, and we execu
ted it sharp shoot
to perfection," he said. "We playe
ers Daniel Ard and Holder to a
d solid combi
ned 20 points on 7-of-I6 shooting.
defensively. This is the fourth game
where
For senior forward Seth Barrow, who finwe have yet to give up 50 points.
To come ished
with eight points, the win and the way
in here on their home court and
hold them the Ulcer
s won was more impressive to him
to 4§ points, I thought that was
a big state- — a
statement of their character.
ment for us defensively."
"We can shut down people, be it one-o
Roger Jones led all players with a
ngame- one or howev
er. But when you shut down a
high 14 points and 11 rebounds.
The 6-foot- whole team
like we just did against Marshall
6, 200-pound senior center was 6-of-I0
shoot- County, that says
a lot," Barrow explained.
ing and had two blocks on the eveni
ng.
Logan Walker added seven points for
Calloway guards Chase Futrell and
the
Terry Lakers, while" Aitor
Salinas and T.J. Hargrove
Adams each had 10 points.
provided six points off the bench.
Jimmie Lee Holder led Marshall
County
The Lakers return to the road on Frida
with 12 points.
y
with the 11th game of a 13-game road
Futrell, who had seven of his 10 point
trip
s in at Lone Oak. Game
time is 7:30 p.m.
the second quarter, said the early start
helped
On Tuesday, CCHS will travel to Mayfi
the Lakers get out of the gate.
eld
On Jan. 16, the showdown between Callo
"When we came in at halftime, coach
way
told and crosstown rival
Murray High will begin
us that we were so focused that you
could at 7:30 at Tiger gymn
asium. The Lakers will
hear a pin drop in there," the 5-foot-8
guard return home on Jan.
23 to host Marshall
added. "We knew that we had to win
this County at 7:30.
game to put us in the driver's seat for
the
Birdsong finds himself with a unique sitdistrict. We know that Marshall is a good
team: they aren't outstanding. We all knew uation this season. He has five players returnthat we could beat them and that they had ing who started at least 15 games last year.
Birdsong made up the schedule specif
doubts about beating us."
ically
to
give his squad a challenge.
Calloway opened with a 10-9 lead,
but
"We
wanted to get these seniors ready,"
laid down the law on the Marshals in
the
second quarter, holding them to just nine he said. "We play for February and March.
These games are important — especially (the
points.
Marshall game) because it's a district game.
Meanwhile, the Lakers shot 70 percent,
"We didn't start out the season as well as
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8 Times
hitting 9-of-11 shots from the floor, 3-of-3
photo
we wanted too, but we knew that we would
Calloway's Chase Futrell drives to the bask
from beyond the arc and 1-of-I at the line have
et for a layup over a Mara lot of room to improve. And 1 think
shall
County defender during Tuesday's Four
for 22 points to take a 32-18 lead at half- you
th District contest at Marare seeing that."
shall County High School.

MICHAEL ()ANIMA:doer & Times photo
Calloway's Kalyn Fox (45) races downcourt
past the defense of Marshall County's
Pressley Doom (32) during Tuesday's action
in Draffenville.

NEW YORK (AP) — Near the
end of their careers, Paul Molitor
and Dennis Eckersley were linked
by a bunt. This summer, they'll
be connected by an induction.
The two tough competitors elected to baseball's Hall of Fame on
Tuesday in their first year of eligibility, the only players to gain
election. And they thought back
to that night at the Metrodome in
August 1998, when Molitor bunted in the ninth inning to drive in
the winning run in a game that
was meaningless for the Minnesota
Twins.
"I was 43 years old," Eckersley recalled with a laugh. "He
dropped down a bunt and, guess
what, it worked. He's a little
weasel, that's what he is."
Molitor turned 42 that night,
and his single gave the Twins a
4-3 win over Boston, which was
vying for the AL wild card. Eck-

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
DRA1-1-1.NVILLE, Ky. — Matt Damon
stared as Jason Bourne. in the 2002 hit
movie "Bourne Identity."
the Calloway COunty Lady
Lakers Will play themselves in an' afterschool special "Missing Identity," according to director and head coach Scott
Sivills.
Foul problems for the, Lady Lakers in
the first half and porous shooting in the
second and third quarters propelled host
Marshall County to a come-from-behind
59-52 win Tuesday night.
"We made some real poor decisions.
This game was ours for the taking,"
Sivills said. "They (Marshall County) had
a tough game Monday where they lost
(a 65-60 defeat to Muhlenberg South)
and then had a long drive back. We felt
like this would have been a good chance
for us to come in here and get a win."
Things looked promising for the Lady
Lakers at the onset.
Shameka Dial helped build an 11-2
first-quarter lead with her bucket at the
1:30 mark. CCHS closed the period with

ersley had a few choice words for
Molitor that night. But the two
always had great respect for each
other.
"He had a way of being unpredictable," Molitor said. "He could
throw any pitch at any time, which
added to his effectiveness. Not to
mention he could throw it to a
teacup."
Molitor, a patient, proficient batter, is eighth on the career list
with 3,319 hits, many in clutch
situations. He was picked on 431
of 506 ballots (85.2 percent) cast
by reporters who have been members of the Baseball Writers' Association of America for 10 or more
years.
Eckersley, among baseball's
most exuberant and colorful players, was selected on 421 ballots
(83.2 percent).
To gain election, a player must
be chosen by at least 79 percent

Marshall Co
7
20
41
59
Calloway Co.
15
22
30
52
Marshall Co. (59) — Babb 19, Ray 13.
Fields 13
Doom 10, Lovett 2, Thompson 2, Singery 0,
Kelley
aSv.r-e; Mrtchel4-07-800--9,-r-G
I-7-41 3point FG: 1-8 (Babb). Ft 24-35. Rebou
nds: 43.
Fouls: 14.
Calloway Co.(52) — K. Ross 10, Moms
10. Radke
8 Dial 7, Taylor 8, Fax 5, Loveless 4, Greer
2, B
Ross 0. FG: 20-52. 3-paint FO:
3-13 (Morris 2,
Radke 1). FT: 345. Rebound*:
27. Fouls: 26.

a 15-7 lead.
Calloway was outscored in the second quarter 11-2, and the Lady Marshals
closed the gap to two points (22-20) by
the halftime break.
There was a 12-4 foul difference in
favor of. Maashall County. Kelly Taylor,
Andi Loveless, Chelsea Morris and Dial
all had two fouls at intermission.
Beth Babb, who had a game-high 19
points, put Marshall up 25-23 with.6:37
left to play. The momentum shifted as
the Lady Lakers wereoutsecired 21-8 in
the third period.
"I felt like in the first quarter we
wanted to =he out and win , the basketball game," said Sivills.
we got

of the voters (380).
Ryne Sandberg was third with
309 votes, 61.1 percent. up from
49.2 last year. He was followed
by Bruce Sutter (301). )im Rice
(276), Andre Dawson (253), Rich
Gossage (206), Lee Smith .(1851
and Bert Blyleven (179).
Pete Rose, ineligible because
of his lifetime ban from baseball.
got 15 write-in votes.
Molitor, Seattle's hitting coach.
became the first player elected to
the Hall who spent more.rigame
at designatecc hitter than at an
other position. He was a DH
1,174 games (44 percent). played
791 at third, 400 at second, 19'
at first, 57 at shortstop and co m
the outfield.
Dennis Eckersley, a one-time
St. Louis Cardinal, was one
of two players elected to baseball's Hall of Fame Tuesday.

complacent in the third and fourth quarter. We didn't have anyone step up and
take control of the game like we did
last year. We are still trying to.find identities and leaders on this team."
Morris and Katie Ross led Calloway
wit
I points eac . ia inis Ci WI
seven points, Taylor had six and Kalyn
Fox finished with five. Loveless had four.
Jessica Greer had two.
Sivills searched for an explanation.
"Everyone has to play their roles," he
said: "It's like.'a puzzle, and everyone
has a piece to the puzzle. When you
have go to put that puzzle together. you
visualize what it's going tO look like.
"We aren't visualizing anything much
right now. We talk a lot, as a team,
about doing certain things in games, and
we have yet to do that this year," Sivills
continued.
"Basically, we challenged them in the
last 15 minutes of the game. I told them
that this was their team. If they wanted
to win the game, then they needed to
decided as players that that. is what they
wanted to do. We just didn't want the

mum=
Rose's
cohorts
say he's
still lying
CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete
Rose's former gambling cohorts say
he's still not telling the whole
truth.
- Baseball's hits king finally
acknowledged that he bet on baseball while he managed the Cincinnati Reds, but insists that he never
placed wagers from his office.
Not true, say two of his reputed bet runners.
"Of course Pete bet from the
clubhouse," former house mate
Tommy Gioiosa said Tuesday in
a phone interview. "It would be
nice if he came clean with everything, just let it rip."
Paul Janszen, who turned evidence over to baseball and federal investigators, also said that
Rose -routinely placed bets from
the manager's office.
Still, Janszen was surprised that
Rose acknowledged after 14 years
of steadfast denial that he bet on
baseball games, just as Janszen,
Gioiosa and others had claimed.
"It's a good :day," Janszen said
in i phone interview. "I thought
I'd go to the grave and never
hear ,him say those words. But I
never thought it would involve
him selling a book."
One day after excerpts from "My
Prison Without Bars" were released,
Rose's latest version of his gambling scandal, his sincerity and
his timing were questioned.
Rose accepted a lifetime ban
from baseball in 1989 but insisted he never bet on baseball. He
was later diagnosed with a significant gambling disorder, but has
denied he has a problem.
Barbara Pinzka, who was his
spokeswoman in 1989, was disappointed Rose didn't address his
gambling problem in the autobiography due for release later this
week.
"Since he's not planning any
kind of rehabilitation, I don't think'
it has any kind of sincerity." Pinzka said. "That's .the sad part. He
dragged himself this far, to
acknowledge he bet on baseball,
but he's still not admitting he has
a problem." •
Rose's confession came with
only two years left on his eligibility for the Hall of Fame bal-

n't indicated whether he plans to
reinstate Rose, which would make.
him eligible for the hall.
. Hall of Fame president Dale
Petroskey said Tuesday that no
consideration is being given to
changing the rules to extend Rose's
eligibility.
"There's been no talk about
changing any of the rules," Petroskey said.
Rose received 15 write-in votes
this year, three fewer than last
year. In the 13 seasons he has
been ineligible because of the ban,
he has been named on 230 of
6,171 ballots (3.7 percent).
Paul Molitor and Dennis Eckersley, elected to the Hall of Fame
on Tuesday, wished that Rose had
released his book at some other
time.
"I am a little disappointed in
the timing of it," Molitor said.
"Does it take away from the current class? ... In my mind, I think
it does a little bit."
Eckersley didn't care, saying:
"Bad timing, but it doesn't bother me." ,
In 1989, Rose and Roger Kahn
collaborated on an authorized autobiography, "Pete Rose: My Story,"
which sold 65,000 copies and
claimed that he never bet on baseball. In his latest book, Rose confesses that he regularly did so.
"Four or five times a week,"
Rose said. "But I never bet against
my own team, and I never made
any bets from the clubhouse."
That assertion was disputed by
those who acknowledged placing
bets on his behalf. Janszen said Rose would make
his picks in the manager's office.
and Janszen would rejay them' to
a bookmaker. John Dowd. who conducted baseball's investigation,
found phone' records that supported Janszen's testimony.
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Pitino hopes Cardinals
stay a second-haft team
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The
Louisville Cardinals are a secondhalf team, and coach Rick Pitino
hopes that's as true for the season as it has been in games.
The No. 10 Cardinals (9-1) have
won nine in a row heading into
Wednesday's Conference USA
opener against Southern Mississippi
(7-4), but Pitino said his team has
gotten away with not playing its
best during the pre-conference
schedule.
"We did much better than I
anticipated record-wise. We still
have a lot of improvement to make,"
Pitino said Tuesday. "I don't think
a team can play any harder than
this team. This team brings work
ethic to a new level, but the players can improve."
The Cardinals have already beaten then-top-ranked Florida and
then-No. 2 Kentucky, but Pitino said
the meat of their schedule starts
now.
TCU (4-7) is the only Conference USA team with a losing
record entering league play, and
Cincinnati and Marquette have
joined the Cardinals in the Top

First Baptist Church of Murray recently held its sports
camps for basketball and baseball in the Elm Grove
Baptist Church gymnasium. Baseball camp members
pictured include (back row, from left) Mitch Grogan,
Joseph Kelly, Rick Grogan, (front row) Dakota Feagin,
Elizabeth Grogan, Zachary Grogan and Brandon Redd.

25.
-This will be the toughest Conference USA has ever been," Pitino said. "There's not a team in
this conference that can't beat you
on a given night."
The Cardinals have trailed at
halftime in two of their last three
games. They won both by continuing a trend of improving in
every statistical category after halftime.
Comparing the first halves to
the second halves of Louisville's
games this season, the Cardinals
have:
III averaged more points, from
36 in the first half to 44.5 in the
second;
IN improved their shooting, from
41 percent to 52 percent;
I played better defense, holding opponents to 34.6 percent shooting in the second half from 37.8
percent in the first half;
• outrebounded opponents by
more than three boards after halftime, compared to a minus-0.8
rebound margin in the first half.

• Alomar signs with D-backs

Gonzalez gets_ Royal deal from Kansas City
NEW YORK (AP)- Two-time
American League MVP Juan Gonzalez agreed Tuesday to a. contract with Kansas City, and Roberto Alomar • accepted a deal with
Arizona for a huge paycut.
Gonzalez is guaranteed $4.5 million by the Royals. Kansas City
general manager Allard Baird isn't
worried about the durability of the
34-year-old outfielder.
"I went Out to Arizona and
watched him work out for two
days." Baird said. "I think he's in
great shape ... and I feel very
comfortable with him being ready
to go."
Gonzalez, a three-time All-Star,
played in 82 games last year for
Texas,.hitting .294 with 24 homers
and 70 RBIs before a calf injui-y
ended his season.
The outfielder gets $4 million
this season, and the deal includes

a mutual option for 2005 at $7
million. lithe Royals decline the
option. Gonzalez would receive a
$500,000 buyout. In addition, he
can earn $2 million in performance bonuses this year and $1.5
million in 2005.
Alomar, a I2-time All-Star at
second base, is guaranteed just $1
million by Arizona, and $350,000
of that is deferred without interest until 2009. The agreement does
not contain any performance bonuses.
"Money wasn't the issue," said
Alomar, coming off a $37 million, five-year deal that paid him
$8 million last year. "If money
would have been the issue, then
I would go someplace else. 1 just
wanted to be in a good environment, with good people and with
a good team that has a chance to
win. I think the Diamondbacks

were the answer."
Alomar, 35, hit .336 with 20
homers and 100 RBIs in 2001
with Cleveland, then was traded
to the Mets. He hit .266 in 2002
with New York, his lowest average since his rookie season in
1988, then batted .262 with two
homers and 22 RBIs last year
before the Mets dealt him to Chicago on July 1. He hit .253 for the
White Sox with three homers and
AP PHOTO
17 RBIs.
"If 1 can get in good shape, I Two-time American League
MVP Juan Gonzalez agreed
think I can play the way I used
Tuesday
to a contract with
to play," the 10-time Gold Glove
winner said.
Kansas City. Gonzalez is guarMeanwhile, San Diego acquired
anteed $4.5 million by the
former All-Star third baseman Jeff Royals.
Cirillo from Seattle along with
right-hander Brian Sweeney and league outfielder Vince Faison.
Cirillo, 34, hit just .205 with
$4,775,000 for right-hander Kevin
Jarvis, catcher Wiki Gonzalez, two homers and 23 RBIs last seainfielder Dave Hansen and minor son.

INSTANT
MILLIONAIRE
Monica Grissam
Erlanger
-$1,000
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William 804in East Sernst84i
$1,000
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SCOREBOAM
Sponsored By.

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency staft7,...41Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your ALCM
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
TOP 25 COLLEGE SCOREBOARD

National Basketball Association
AN Tlmes CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pot GB
L
W
New Jersey
14 .588
20
Boston
17
4
19 .472
Philadelphia
15
5
19 .441
Miami
14
20 .412
6
New York
14
22 .389
7
Washington
9
281
23
10
Orlando
22912 1/2
27
8
Central Division
Pct GB
Indiana
27
10 .730
Detroit
22
629
13
4
New Orleans
21
13
618 4 1/2
Toronto
17
15 .531 7 1/2
Milwaukee
18
18 .5297 1/2
11
Chicago
23 .32414 1/2
Cleveland
11
32414 1/2'
23
Atlanta
27816 1/2
26
10

Monday's Games
Detroit 78, Boston 68
Milwaukee 88, Philadelphia 76
Indiana 87, Miami 65
Chicago 87, Phoenix 82
Houston 83. Golden State 65
Utah 108. Dallas 94
San Antonio 96, Denver 74
Seattle 119, Portland icie, 01
Tuesday's Games
Indiana 114, Orlando 107
Cleveland 107, New York 96
New Jersey 92, L.A. Clippers 75
Minnesota 106. L.A Laeurrs 90
San Antonio 94. Washington 72
Sacramento 105. Atlanta 89
Memphis at Portland. ppd. snow

(270) 674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES -

,A

I Self-supporting 2.6
trusted ratters 2 ft O.C.
J. 1/2' plywood/O.S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
L1 Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2x4 fascia
aluminum coven'
P. 2.10 headers
0 4.3 raised curb

you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
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Gibbs might
return to
Redskins
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Wedneedey's Games
Orlando at Boston. 6 p.m
Cleveland at Toronto, 6 pm.
LA Clippers at Philadelphia, 6 p.m
Chicago at Miami. 6-30 pm
Houston at Detroit, 6.30 p m.
Phoenix at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Washington at New Orleans, 7 p m
Memphis at Utah. 8 p.m.
L A Lakers at Denver, 8 p.m.
Golden State at Dallas, 8 p.m.
Sacramento at Searle, 9 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Houston at New York. 6 p.m.
Portland at Minnesota, 8 30 p.m.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
BREINSBURG, Ky. - East16 26 43 51
wood Christian Academy coach Christian Fellowship
Eastwood Academy
15 34 44 62
Joey Adair has always stressed Christian Fellowship: Bodnardchuk 18
tough conditioning for his War- Adams-Jones 13, Lewis 14, Dryer 4,
riors in the quest of one thing Forte 2
Field Goals 21. 3-pointers 3 (Bodnard- becoming a fourth-quarter chuk
3). Free Throws 8117. Fouls 22
team.
EASTWOOD: D. Craig 17, Ramsey 14,
Tuesday night, Adair's troops J Harrell 10, J Craig 9, Hemdon 8,
made their coach awfully proud, Andrus 2, kA Harrell 2
Field Goals 21/56. 3-pointers 8/14 (D
using solid foul shooting down Craig 3, Herndon 8, Ramsey, J. Craig)
stretch
the
to pull away from Free Throws 15/21. Rebounds 32
Fouls 13
host Christian Fellowship 62-51
in a game that resulted in one kind again to the Warriors as
of the wider margins this rival- they were 13-of-17 in the fourth
ry has yielded in its short his- quarter, enabling them to add to
tory.
their 44-43 lead at the close of
The win was also ECA's third the third. Three Warriors achieved
in a row since the new year, double-figure scoring totals with
all coming via strong showings freshman point guard David Craig
in the final quarter.
leading the way with 17 points.
"I've said this before: The
- Sophomore guard Erik Rambiggest thing with this team is sey had a double-double with 14
that we want to be better in points and 14 rebounds, while cenFebruary than we were in Novem- ter Jordan Harrell, also a sophWASHINGTON (AP) - The
ber, and I think we're showing omore, tallied 10 points.
Washington Redskins expect to
that right now," said Adair, whose
name Joe Gibbs their coach
CFS, who defeated ECA twice
team (now 10-4) won a tourna- in the Eagles' own Trees-n-Trends
Wednesday, a source within the
ment hosted by Hopkinsville's Tournament in December - the
NFL told The Associated Press,
Heritage Christian Academy last last of those wins coming by
The Hall of Fame coach has
weekend by outscoring the host two points - could also muster
been negotiating a surprise return
to the team he led to three-Super team 26-3 in the final ei_ght min- .,just eight points in the final quarutes to win 70-52 after trailing ter as they missed the services
Bowls, said the source, speaking
by 12 at halftime.
on condition of anonymity.
of guard Josh Knight, who was
"What am I most proud of right out due to an injury.
The source said the team hoped
now? I'm not going to tell you
to complete the deal and make
Knight had been a force for
it's our 3-point shooting (ECA was CFS in its two games with ECA
an announcement later Wednes8-of-14 Tuesday). I won't tell in that tournament, the first of
day.
you it's our offense overall. What which the Eagles won by 23
The negotiations were first
reported by The Washington Post I'm most proud of is our free points but with most of the Warthrows, which with a young team riors' starters out due to illness.
and CBS Sportsline.com.
like we are (starting four sophThe 63-year-old Gibbs coached
"They were without one of their
omores and a freshman) is so top scorers, sure. We've gotten
the Redskins from 1981-92 before
important," Adair said. "I'm also better, though, We were coming
resigning to pursue a career with
proud of our defense. Here late- into this game with a lot of
his own NASCAR team. He has
been adamant over the years about ly, we've been getting a lid on confidence, and I felt that with
not wanting to coach again, the basket in the third quarter, or without that guy, we were going
it seems, but it won't make a to win. So, too, did our guys,"
although he has retained NFL condifference if. that's happening. You Adair said.
nections. He is currently a minority owner of the Atlanta Falcons. can still play defense, and we're
ECA hosts Southwest Indiana
Gibbs was elected )o the Pro clamping down on people right Christian Academy Friday night.
now."
Football Hall of Fame in 1996.
Tip-off is set for 6 p.m.
Tuesday, the charity stripe was
The Redskins are seeking a
replacement for Steve Spurrier, who
resigned last week.

A 4 concrete floor reinfo,cect
with wore mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F Constr. gr.
studs
G 7/t6 O.S.B.
tinclersadmg
it Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
hilldw•st Division
Pc1 GB
L
686
11
24
San Antonio
667
11
22
Minnesota
4
576
14
19
Dallas
4
576
14
19
Houston
4
571
15
20
Denver
529 5 112
16
18
Utah
5006 1/2
17
17
Memphis
Pacific Division
Pct GB
L
750
8
24
Sacramento
677
2 1/2
10
21
L.A. Laken;
531
7
15
17
Seattle
469
17
9
15
Portland
4529 1/2
17
14
LA Clippers
42410 1/2
19
14
Golden State
34313 1/2
23
12
Phoenix

Eastwood Academy eases by
Christian Fellowship 62-51

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST 17 Years In Business
Family Owned & Operated

Jimmy Miller
Rowdy
$1.000
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UConn
survives scare
from Rutgers
ISCATAWAY, N.J.(AP)-Gary
Waters said he wouldn't have any
problem sleeping even after his Rutgers Scarlet Knights came oh-soclose to upsetting the No. 1 team
in ate country.
He hoped his players would be
tossing and turning.
"I want them to think about
this because this is a game they
should have won," he said after
Connecticut's 75-74 victory over
the Scarlet Knights ,on Tuesday
night.
Quincy Douby's drive with 18
seconds left - Rutgers' first field
goal in 4:25 - brought the Scarlet Knights within 74-72. Marcus
Williams made the second of two
free throws with 16 seconds to
go - his only point of the game •
and Connecticut had a three-"
point lead.

1

Austin Posy
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Troti
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Samford
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Jacksonville State
Thursday, Jan. 5
UT-Martin at Eastern Ky. — 6:30 p.m.
MSU at laorerayad St. — 530 p.m.
Austin Peay at SEMO — 7:30 p.m.
Jacksonville St. at Tenn. Si. — 7:30 p.m
Tenn Tech at Eastern III. — 7:35 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 10
UT-Martin at Morehead State — 1 p.m.
Murray St at Eastern Ky. — 6:30 p.m.
Samford at Tennessee State — 7 p.m.
Austin Peay at Eastern IN. — 7:05 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at SEMO — 7;30 p.m.

Morehead State played to a tough
1-3 record over the holiday break,
dropping contests at Indiana (7757), Notre Dame (84-69) and Xavier
(93-76) before halting the threegame skid with a 96-48 home rout
of Greenville College ... Chez
Marks shot a blistering 72.5 percent from the field (37-of-51) during the stretch, including 13-of-21
from 3-point range (61.9 percent)
to average 23.3 points per game.
He become the 27th member of
the Eagles' 1,000-point club and
now ranks 24th on the school's
all-time scoring list with 1,030
points ... Ricky Minard also had
a solid four-game run (18.8 ppg.,
7.8 (pg., 8.5 apg.) and is now the
program's second-ranked career
scorer with 1,975 points, sitting
97 points shy of the school record
of 2,072 held by Herbie Stamper
(1975-79).

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
First-year Murray State head
;coach Mick Cronin is quick to admit
that he knows very little about
the other 10 teams in the Ohio
Valley Conference,
However, Cronin — who has
spent his entire collegiate coaching career in Conference USA as
an assistant at
4.
both Louisville
and Cincinnati
— knows this
much: Thursday's
OVC
opener at Morehead State will
be no easy. task.

expect to win at Morehead State
without holding them in check.
"We've been able to put together 40 minutes of defense only
once this year, and that was against
Southern Miss."
In last weekend's

loss

Golden Eagle Soaring

at

Louisville, the Racers held the
Cardinals to 40 percent shooting
in the first half and came away
with a two-point lead at the intermission. But the Uotl. offense
struck back in the second half by
shooting a blistering 66 percent
from the field — bumping its
average for the game to 52.3 percent. The result was a decisive
56-32 scoring edge for the Cards
in the final 20 minutes.
"Morehead is
Murray committed 23 turnovers
a very formidable opponent," against
Louisville's relentless presCronin said of the Eagles, who sure defens
e — 13 of which came
shared last year's regular-season in the
second half. In contrast,
league crown with eventual tour- the Cards
committed 18 turnovers
nament champion Austin Peay.
— nine in each half.
Despite losing starters Marquis
"Our field-goal percentage
Sykes and Ike Lopez to gradua- defens
e is a direct reflection of
tion, Morehead (5-6) has a more turnov
ers," Cronin claimed. "(The
than capable offensive attack.
Louisville game) was the first time
Behind the scoring of senior guard
all year that we've played better
Chez Marks and senior forward
in the first half than we did in
Ricky Minard, the Eagles were
the second half ... We've got to
averaging 70.5 points per game
stay focused for 40 minutes."
as of Dec. 31.
Thursday's 6:30 p.m.(CST) tipMinard • is the more high-prooff at Ellis T. Johnson Arena is
file player of the Morehead duo.
the front-half of the fabled "Death
However, it is Marks who leads
Valley" road swing, which conhis team and the league in scorcludes with Saturday's contest at
ing at 21.3 ppg. Minard is a close
old rival Eastern Kentucky.
second at 20.5, while grabbing a
Murray has traditionally domiteam-best 6.5 rebounds per night.
nated the annual two-game road
According to Cronin, the highswing. However, the trip to the
flying Eagles present a problem
to an MSU defensive unit that is eastern part of the state has been
allowing its opponents to shoot unkind the past two years as the
an average of 43.8 percent from Racers have lost four straight games
the field — a figure the Racer in the "Valley" after sweeping the
coach says must improve if his two-game trek the previous four
MICHAEL DANNiLedger & Times photo
squad expects to win an OVC cham- seasons.
Murray State forward Cuthbert Victor (10) goes up for a
The Racers lead the all-time
pionship.
"Our focus is on winning the series over the Eagles by a wide shot against the defense of Louisville's Francisco Garcia
conference, and that starts with margin (94-50), but hold just a during the Racers' 91-69 loss to the Cardinals last Saturday. Victor leads MSU in both scoring
defense," he explained. "We can't 34-30 advantage in games played
(17.3 ppg.) and
at Morehead.
rebounding (11.1 rpg.) on the season.

Tennessee Tech's Willie Jenkins has had an immediate impact
after sitting out last season as
a transfer from UMass. The
junior forward has scored in double figures in all 11 outings
thus far and currently ranks
third in the league with 19.7
points per game. He is also
among conference leaders in
rebounding (6.9 (pg.) and field
'goal shooting (51.8 percent).

Block Party AT APSU
Austin Peay senior center Josh
Lewis has as least one blocked
shot in his last 37 games and
leads the OVC with 22 rejections in 2003-04. He needs
only four more blocks to become
just the fourth player in conference history with 200 career
blocked shots

Bulldogs like new home
Heading into its first season of
OVC action, Samford leads the
league in several categories.
The Bulldogs are also the only
league team converting more
than 50 percent of its field goal
attempts (53.6). They are converting an OVC-best 43.4 percent of their 3-point attempts.

Streakin'
Two OVC teams boast doubledigit win streaks on their home
courts. Austin Peay is currently tied for eighth in the nation
with a 19-game run at the
Dunn Center. Murray State,
meanwhile, is 14th in the country with a 12-game winning
streak at the Regional Special
events Center.

OIL at FILTER CHANGE
Valvoline, 5 Qt.

$ 1 8.95

WE ALSO DO AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS & BRAKES!
Free In-Town Pick-Up & Delivery On Lawn Mower
Service & Repairs

Don't Just Lube it... Quality Service & Lube it!

BRINN'S

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

QUALITY SERVICE S LUSE, INC.

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti dinner buffets
including drink!

The Golden Rule Is Our Policy

Mon.-Fri. 4:30-9:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. All Day

507 S. 12th St. • Murray • 270-759-0003

'Not good with any other otter thru 1/16/04

(Next to Log Cabin Restaurant)

'Nut good with any other otter
:hru 1/16/04
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CDC: Flu
still hasn't
reached peak

Supplement business has time on its side
By The Associated Press
The $19 billion nutritional supplement ,
industry appears to have time on its side.
With Americans ingesting more vitamins
and minerals as they age, sellers of these and
other products in the broadly defined industry
are poised to prosper as graying baby boomers
strive to fend off everything from osteoporosis
to meiliory loss.
"Hopefully, they'll live to be 85," Harvey
Kamil, president of NBTY Inc., a manufacturer and retailer of nutritional supplements, said
of his most important customer base.
Kamil and other industry officials credit
boomers with energizing the industry during
the 1990s, when the oldest members of the
generation born between 1946 and 1964 began
reaching their 50s.
"Their desire to live longer, healthier lives
and to prolong their youth colors their decisions," said Al liaberstrok, whose firm,
Montgomery Advertising, handles marketing
for The Vitamin Shoppe chain. "All of this
works together to create a sort of mindsct and
market."
Nationwide sales of nutritional supplements grew 34 percent between 1997 and
2002; and are expected to top $20.8 billion by
the end of 2005, according to Niitrition
Business Journal, a San Diego-based publication.
Yet while demographic trends point in a
direction for the industry, it does
avorable
f
i
have challenges.
Sales of herbal and botanical supplements.
which account for more than a fifth of industry sales, declined about 3 percent in 2002 —
a trend analysts attribute to doubts about the
efficacy of some products and concerns with
the health risks associated with others.
"'The expectation of some consumers was
'I'll take St. Johns Wort and I'll never be
'depressed,' or 'I'll take ginkgo biloba and I'll
never forget." said Grant Ferrier, editor of
Nutrition Business Journal. But scientific
studies have shown such expectations to be
unrealistic.
The herbal supplement ephedra, -used to
lose weight and boost athletic performance,
has been even more problematic. It has been
linked ,to scores of deaths by the Food and

Drug Administration and several states have
banned sales.
Kann' and other industry officials said
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Washington-based trade
Just how much the controversies surrounding herbal supplements such as St. John's
l
Won and ephedra affect sales of traditiona
third
a
up
make
which
vitamins and minerals,
of industry sales, is tough to say.
While the rapid growth in sales of vitamins
and minerals during -the 1990s has slowed in
recent years, officials mostly attribute it to the
maturation of the business.
Nutrition and other health products found
primarily in health food stores in the '70s and
'80s began lining the shelves of drug stores,
grocers and discount retailers in the '90s,
helping to fuel a market that was already burgeoning as boomers sought to stay healthy and
youthful. In fact, more than half of all sales
now belong to mass merchandisers.
Internet retailers also latched on to the fad
and now, with calcium (for bones) and echinacea (for boosting the body's immune system) becoming as common in boomer households as exercise equipment and organic
foods, analysts and executive,s say Sales
growth has naturally tapered off.
That said, the shelf space occupied by vitamins, minerals and herbal supplements is
growing, CVS Corp. spokesman .Todd
Andrews said, although the company would
not provide details.
Also, "consumers have become more
sophisticated in what they want," Andrews
said, forcing the drugstore chain to organize
its supplement shelves by specific'health concerns rather than just lumping all products
under the same brands together.
A survey last spring by Simmons Market
Research Bureau found that more than 34 percent of Americans ages 40-54 had consumed a

ATLANTA (AP) — The flu
season has yet to reach its peak,
despite a drop-off in cases in
some states, health officials
warned on Tuesday.
At least five states — Kansas,
Kentucky, Nebraska, Washington
and West Virginia — no longer
have widespread outbreaks of
flu, but 42 others still do, the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said.
The flu season in the United
States got off to an unusually
early and harsh start, raising fears
that this could be one of the deadliest seasons in years. especially
among children.
"If you look at overall data
from nationwide surveillance, it
doesn't look like it's peaked yet,"
said Dr. Scott Harper, a CDC flu
expert. "Nationwide, influenzalike illnesses are still on the rise."
Child deaths from the flu also
are increasing, Harper said. Last
month, the agency said 42 children had died from the flu.

tant customer base.
vitamin, mineral or other dietary supplement.
once a day over the course of a month.
Consumption was higher — 46 percent —
among respondents 55 and older, according to
the survey of 20,802 adults.
Not content, though, to bank its future on
the growing voluntary consumption by selfmotivated boomers, the industry is hoping that
long-term scientific studies will help convince

Study: U.S. teens fatter than other
The heaviest countries, based on
By UNDSEY TANNER
data from 15-year-olds, also includAP Medical Writer
CHICAGO(AP)— Teenagers in ed Greece, Portugal, Israel, Ireland
the United States have higher rates and Denmark.
U.S. teens were more likely than
of obesity than those in 14 other
industrialized countries, inclading those in other countries to eat fast
France and Germany, a study of food, snacks and sugary sodas and
nearly 30,000 youngsters ages 13 were more likely to be driven to
• school and other activities, conand 15 found.a
Among American 15-year-olds, tributing to a more sedentary
15 percent of girls and nearly 14 lifestyle, said co-author Mary
percent of boys were obese, and 31 Overpeck of the U.S. Maternal and
percent of girls and 28 percent of Child Health Bureau.
"The rest of the world may be
boys were. more modestly overcatching up, but we're still in first
weight.
The findings are based on school place in a race that unfortunately we
questionnaires given to youngsters shouldn't want to be winning," said
in the 15 countries in 1997 and Dr. David Ludwig, an obesity
1998. The study was led by Inge researcher at Children's Hospital
Lissau, a researcher at the National Boston who was not involved in the
Institute of Public Health in study.
He led a study published Monday
Copenhagen, Denmark, and was
published in the January issue of in another journal, Pediatrics, that
Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent found that nearly one-third of U.S.
youngsters eat fast food on any
Medicine.

given day.
Lithuania had the lowest obesity .
rates in the latest study. Among
Lithuanian 15-year-olds, about 2
percent of girls and 0.8 percent of
boys were obese, and 8 percent of
girls and 5 percent of boys were
overweight.
That is probably because
Lithuania has fewer fast-food
restaurants 'and its teens have less
money to buy snacks and fast food,
Overpeck said.
In some countries, such as
Ireland, Portugal and Sweden. 13year-old girls were more likely than
15-year-old girls to be obese.
Among French 15-year-olds, 4
percent of girls and almost 3 percent
of boys were obese, and nearly 13
percent of girls and 10 percent of
boys were overweight.
Among German 15-year-olds,
about 5 percent of girls and boys
were obese, and nearly 15 percent of

a mostly skeptical health care establishment
that preventing — notjust treating — ailments
is possible and that prescribing vitamins and
minerals can be an important part of medicine
in the future.
"That is definitely the next big frontier,"
said Jeffrey Blumberg,a professor of nutrition
at Tufts University.

ustrialized countries
g s and 14 percent of boys were
overweight.
The other countries studied were
Austria, Czech Republic, Flemish
Belgium, Finland and Slovenia.
Overpeck said preliminary data
from more recent surveys show little
if any change in rates among the
countries studied.
" The World Health Organization
last year said obesity is no longer
mostly an American problem but is
an increasing concern in Europe and
other developed nations because
,people are abandoning traditional
dietary habits and adopting more
sedentary lifestyles.
Weight calculations were based
on teens' body-mass index, a heightweight ratio.
Countries with some of the heaviest youngsters after the United
States, based on data from l5-yearolds, were:

Coffee may be used to lower diabetes risks
.PHILADELPH1A (AP) —
more
Drinking
coffee may reduce the
risk of developing the most
common form of diabetes,
a study found.
Compared to non-coffee
drinkers, men who drank more than
six eight-punce cups of caffeinated
coffee t5er cl?y lowered their risk of
type 2 diabetes by about half, and
vtotnen reduced their risk by nearly 30 percent, according to the
study in Tuesday's issue of Annals
of Internal Medicine.
Nevertheless, experts said more
research is needed to establish
whether it really is the coffee — or
something else about coffee drinkers

BEYOND LOW CARB

AP Photo

Harvey Kamil, Presidet and CEO of NBTY, a manufacturer and retailer of nutritional supplements, speaks to his employees in Bohemia, N.Y. Kamil and other
industry officials credit boomers with energizing the industry during the 1990s,
when the oldest members of the generation born between 1946 and 1964 began
reaching their 50s. "Hopefully, they'll live to be 85," Kamil said of his most impor-

— that protects them.
Type 2 diabetes, formerly called
adult-onset diabetes, typically shows
up in middle-aged people. The disease is on the rise and is striking
more and more young people as
Americans become fatter and less
active.
Caffeine has previously been
found to reduce insulin sensitivity
and raise -blood sugar — both bad
news for the body. But the
researchers note that coffee, whether
it is regular or decaffeinated, also
contains potassium, magnesium and
antioxidants that might counteract
those negative effects and improve
the body's response to insulin.
In the latest study, every two to
four years over a period of 12 to 18

years, more than 126,000 people
filled out questionnaires reporting,
among other things, their intake ot
coffee and tea.
Researchers adjusted the data for
risk factors such as smoking,exercise
and obesity.
There was a more modest effect
among decal drinkers: a 25 percent
risk reduction for men and 15 percent
for women. There was no statistically
significant link between diabetes and
tea.
The results are in agreement with
those from a 2000 study of 17,000
Dutch adults, which concluded that
people who drank at least seven cups
of coffee a day were half as likely to
develop type 2 diabetes than people
who drank two cups or less.

• Greece: 5.5 percent of girls
were obese and about 16 percent
were overweight; nearly II percent
of boys were obese and almost 29
percent were overweight.
• Portugal: nearly 7 percent of
girls were obese and almost 21 percent were overweight; about 5 percent of boys were obese and 14 percent were overweight.
•Israel: about 6 percent of girls
were obese and 16 percent were
overweight; nearly 7 percent of boys
were obese and 20 percent were
overweight;
•Ireland: nearly 5 percent of
girls were overweight and 14 percent were overweight; almost 3 percent of boys were obese and 19 percent were overweight.
si Denmark: 6.5 percent of girls
were obese and 18 percent were
overweight; about 3 percent of boys
were obese and 10 percent were
overweight.

Now that we have the holidays behind us,
many of us are looking behind us and seeing some extra pounds that have somehow
clung to us. So we think of dieting. It looks
like the Low Carb Diet in one loran or
another is here to stay. Man!, of us are
actually eating the low curb way without
calling it that. I am opting for more vegetables, more protein and nuts and seeds
and cutting out white flour and refined
sugar Besides eating more complex carbohydrates I have found several natural
products that are very effective for me.
LeanCare from Himalaya contains gymnema sylvestre which means "sugar
destroyer." LeanCare doesn't have stimulants or thermogenics so it is safe for persons with high blood pressure I also use
LiyerCare, which helps metabolize fats
and increases bile flow from the liver which
aids in digestion. It is very difficult to lose
weight without good digestion and elimination. Colon cleansing is one of the most
important steps — and usually the most
overlooked — when we are trying to lose
weight. Weight loss is accelerated by regular, cleansing bowel movement so I also
take GastriCare and Lower Bowel
Formula. With this program I was amazed
that I got through the holidays with hardly
any weight gain. I didn't even feel bloated
or stuffed when I indulged in some sweets
and desserts that ordinarily make me feel
that way. Mention this article for a 20%

discount on the above Himalaya products
through January 15th. We wish everyone
a Prosperous and Happy New Year.
Naturally Yours, Ray
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1642 Hwy. 121 North
(270)767-0486

START THE NEW YEAR WITH CLEAR VISION...
Eye Examinations Available For Glasses & Contacts

We Feature Designer Frames By:

katc spacic
Dior
506 N. 12th Si

R11,1)11

GUCCI

LAUREN

And Many More!

S & EYEWEAR
EYE
Dr. Douglas W. Payne - Optometrist

(Next to Us Pendia

Olympic Plaza

(270)
753-5507

QUIT SMOKING CLASSES
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 13th
Services Include:

Opening
more eyes
to clear
vision

"Deticking
'Bathing
Flea Baths
'Clipping '
*Grooming 'Nail Trimming
Medicated
'
.Ear
Baths
Cleaning

, John
Board Certified
Eye Physician and Surgeon

By Appointment Only

for all your visions needs:

(270) 753-6749

660 North 12th Street
(behind Cracker Barrel)
Murray, Kentucky
270-753-6272
1029 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky
270-251-4545
TOLL FREE

800-272-9477

Is A Well-Groomed Dog.
AMA

•

Tuesdays 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Where:

Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center
Call To Register: 753-3381
Classes also available in other counties
Call the local Health Center for details
Sponsored by:

Paula Campbell,
onal Groomer
Professi
_

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
Smith
1271 Robert ,on Rd.
CI .4 11111

Evaluation & Treatment • Eyelid Surgery
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Meet & Greet

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
In order to get himself
better acquainted with stude
nts, new East Calloway Elementary School Principal Fred
Ashby decided to get up close
and personal when classes resumed Monday morni
ng by shaking the hand of each
student in the school. Here,
he greets fourth grader Codie
Clark, right, and Amy Scull.
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Most states fail funding
tobacco prevention programs
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK(AP)— Most states
have failed to pay for tobacco-prevention programs and protect people
from second-hand smoke despite
receiving billions of dollars in settlement money to take such measures, according to a report.
The
American
Lung
Association's report, released
Tuesday, gave 38 states grades of F
for failing to fund tobacco prevention and control programs. Thirtyfive states received Fs for their

smoke-free air laws.
categories, and five states The annual report also found that California,
Connecticut, Delaware,
23 states received failing marks Maine
and Rhode Island — got As
because of their inability to keep in two catego
ries. New York was the
tobacco out of the hands of minors. only state
to receive As in as many
"How many more preventable as three areas.
deaths must occur and how many
The American Lung Association
more children must become addict- says
that 440,000 people die each
ed to cigarettes before we say year from
tobacco-related illnesses,
enough?" ALA chief executive John while
smoking costs the United
L. Kirkwood said.
States about $75 billion in direct
The report said there were some medical costs
and
bright spots. Fifteen states received productivity each $82 billion in lost
year.
grades of A in at least one of the four

Local EDC recieves cabinet financing
Recently, die Murray-Calloway
County EDC avounced that an
$800,000 ED Bond had been
received from the Kentucky Cabinet
for Economic Development. The
funds, according to EDC Chairman
Melvin Henley, will be used to assist
in the final aspects of the Pella
Corporation location to Murray. .
"We are deeply appreciative to
Gene Strong and the Kentucky.
Cabinet for Economic Development
for this important funding. These
funds not only helped us lower our
debt service for the project but also
mean that we will be able to free up
other funds for future projects
employing people in Calloway
County," Henley said.
Mark Manning, EDc president,
echoed Henley's comments. "I am
personally thankful that we have
such a proactive cabinet. Their support has meant that in the last several years, we have seen growth in a
time when many communities are
suffering badly."
Manning indicated the importance of local Government in winning important projects saying that
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00118
UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
f/cVb/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company,

Unit
Nock*

Leas(
Nodes

Loot
Notice

602.93 feet to a *4 rebar (set); South 67 50' 4(Y' West 675.134 feet generally along an existing fence to a 04 rebar
(set); South 66° 37' 29" West - 308.33 feet to the point of
beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed rightof-ways and easements.

PLAINTIFF,

EXCEPT: A tract of land heretofore conveyed by deed from
Emma Nell Steele, et al to Pamela Mahan Young dated
July 27, 1989 recorded in Book 174, Page 1913 in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and being more particularly described as follows:

NOTICE OF SALE
HALE LUMBER COMPANY, INC.,
DWAYNE HALE, JANICE HALE,
JIMMY JOE HALE, KIMBER HALE,
U.S. BANKCORP AG. CREDIT, INC.,
Vd/b/a Ag. Credit, Inc.,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
RUDOLPH'S, INC., FALDER'S INC.,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GMC,INC.,
MURRAY AUTO PARTS, INC.,
THE FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.,
DEFENDANTS
and SEAY OIL COMPANY,

A 0.958 acre tract of land as surveyed by • Allgood
Surveying Services of Murray, Kentucky, June 1989,
located on Highway 2075 approximately 1.6 miles
Northeast of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and
being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract of land and a new corner to the Jake L. Mahan
Estate Property, said point being located in the centerline
of a ditch, 20.00 feet South of a #4 Re-bar set, 1.1± miles
North of Chestnut Street, 30.00 feet East of the centerline
of Highway 2075 and 159.51 feet North of the Southwest
corner of the said Mahan Property; thence North 30° 34'
27" West - 237.27 feet with the East side of Highway 2075,
passing thru a #4 Re-bar set at 20.00 feet, to a #4 re-bar
set at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land; thence North 69° 30' 48" East - 205.91 feet, passing thru an existing iron pipe at 177.62 feet with the
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Property, Deed
Book 171, Card 1369, to a 04 Re-bar set at the Northeast
corner of the herein described tract of land; thence South
30° 34' 27" East - 163.97 feet, passing thru a Maple Tree
at 46.05 feet and a *4 Re-bar set at 143.97 feet, creating a
new division line to the said Mahan Property, to a point in
a ditch, the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
:Of land; thence generally along the centerline of said ditch
and creating a new division line to the said Mahan
Property, the following bearings and distances, South 66°
38'32" West- 17.87 feet to a point; South 2° 24' 34" East 22.72 feet to a point; South 53° 08'06" West - 175.33 feet
to the point of beginning.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on October 28, 2003, in the above cause,
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, January 26, 2004, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described property situated on Highway 2095(North Fourth Street), located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as
follows to wit:
TRACT I:
A 38.689 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of FT.
Seargent and Associates of Murray, Kentucky, on November
30, 1990, located co the east side of Kentucky highway 2095,,
North 4th Street) in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky. and being more particularly described- as-follows-.
Beginning at a point 30.00 feet east of the centerline of
Kentucky Highway 2075 (North 4th Street), 1.1 miles, more
or less, north of Chestnut Street and being the southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the northwest
corner of the Rhoda Sue Pocock property;

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways.

thence, along the east right-of-way of Kentucky Highway
2075 (North 4th Street), the following bearings and distances:

A Minor Subdivision Plat of said property is recorded in
Book 11, Card 55 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway:
County Court.

North 32° 45'41" West - 83.02 feet with the chord of a curved
southwest (arc distance - 83.02
right-of-way concave to the
0
feet) to a point; North 33 26' 54" West - 76.06 feet to a point
Mahan Young properat the southwest corner of the Pamela
0
ty, said point being located South 34 46'45" East - 20.18 feet
from a 04 rebar (found);

TRACT II:
Beginning at the N.E. corner of a tract of land, heretofore
deeded to W.E. Daniel and J.L. Mahan, by Bun A.
Outland, thence East 18 rods and 6 feet, thence nearly
south 34 rods, 14-1/2 feet, thence west 18 rods, and 6 feet,
thence with east line above described 34 rods, and 14-1/2
feet to the beginning, containing 4 acres. Same lying and
being in the S.W. and S.E. Qrs. of Section 14, T. 2, R. 4
East, and a part of the N.W. Qr. of Sec. 23, T. 2. R. 4 East.

thence, With the boundary of the Young property, the following bearings and distances:
North 48° 45' 46- East - 175.33 feet to a point; North 06° 46'
54" West - 22.72 feet to a point; North 6? 16' 12" East - 17.87
feet to a point; North 34° 56' 47" West - 163.97 feet (passing
through a *4 rebar i found) at 20.00 feet) to a 04 rebaT
(found): South 65° 03' 56" West - 28.29 feet to a #4 rebar
(found at the southeast corner of the Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank property;

Being the same property conveyed by deed from Emma
Nell Mahan Steel, et vir, et al, to Dwayne Hale and wife,
Janice Hale, dated March 12, 1998 of record in Book 279,
Page 431 in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
TRACT HI.
A strip of land lying immediately west of the 9 acre strip
deed in the division to Cordie Paschall Jones, and beginning 9 rods 5 ft. and three inches, west of the N W Cor., of
the 47 acre tract heretofore deeded to Cordie Jones by
John W. Paschall, thence west 18 rods 10 feet and 6 inches thence south 160 rods, thence east 18 rods 10 feet and
six inches, thence north 160 rods, to the beginning, containing about 18 acres more or less. Said land being in
Section 19, T 2 R 4 East, of the N W Qr.,

0
thence, North 35 00' 54" West - 89.44 feet with the east
boundary of the Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank property to a 3/4" diameter pipe (found) at the southeast corner of the Bill Murray property;
thence. North 28° 10' 04" West - 139.00 feet with the
boundary of the Murray property and generally along an
existing fence to a *4 rebar (set) at the southeast corner of
the Kenneth D. Ramsey property;
thence. North 12° 39' 44" West - 140.79 feet (passing
through a *4 rebar (set) at 129.51 feet) generally along an
existing fence to a point on the south boundary of the
Martha Spann Estate property;

Also conveys a pass way 12 feet wide beginning at the N
E Cot of the Cordie Jones 47 acre tract, near highway No.
121, thence following the course, of the pass way now in
use up the east line to a point, near the north front of a
stock barn now on the property of Cordie Jones, thence in
a westerly to southwesterly course north of the barn following the course of the pass way now in use to the edge
of the woods lot, thence along north edge of this woods lot
west over the lands owned and deeded to Cordie Jones to
the land conveyed in this deed to Chides G. Paschall,
thence over the land of Charles G. Paschall as now being
used thru a woods on the lands of Charles G. Paechall to
the land of Bessie Bogard, thence over the lands of Bessie
Bogard to her west line.

thence, North 78° 32' 18" East - 1595.49 feet with the
south boundary of the Spann Estate property and generally along an existing fence to a #4 rebar (set);
thence. North 87' 28' 07" East - 1283.73 feet with the
south boundary of the Spann Estate property to a #4 rebar
(set)50 00 feet west of the centerline of the railroad,
thence, South 050 12'50" West - 603.00 feet along the west
right-of-way of the railroad to a *4 rebar (set) 50.00 feet
west of the railroad at the northeast corner of the Lynn
Lassiter property;

Being the same property conveyed by deed from Sheila
Sullivan and husband, Raymond Kendall to Dwayne Hale
and wife, Janice Hale dated March 28, 1997 recorded in
Book 252, Page 232 in the Calloway county Court Clerk's
Office.

thence, South 88° 03'24" West - 899.00 feet with the north
boundary of the Lassiter property to a *4 rebar (set);
thence, South 65° 41'26" West - 176.55 feet with the north
boundary of the Lassiter property and generally along an
existing fence to a 114 rebar(set)at the southeast corner of
the Rhoda Sue Pocock property;

LESS AND EXCEPT.
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.2 miles north of Chestnut Street, in the City of
Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. being a
part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 14, lbetnship 2,
Range 4 East, and being Tract - 1 of a Miner Subdivision
Plat of the Dwayne Hale property of record in Plat Book
30, Page 10. Slide 28.26, and being further described as
follows:
.(!

thence, With the banditry of the Pocock property, the foe-'
lowing bearings and dIstitness:
North 14* 34' 54" West - 92.00 feet generally along an
existing fence to•*4 mbar(set) South.711' 48'24" West

,
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Beginning at a point in the south line of the Myrtle Spann
Estate(Deed Book 186, Page 253)and being the northeast
corner of the ibm Miller Property (Deed Book 254, Page
372), and the northwest corner of Tract - 1 described herein;

REWARD! $500 for infer
mation leading to the arrest & conviction of stolen
property from farm on
Myers Rd. Shenffs Dept
753-3151

thence; with Spann's south line, north 78° 32' 18" east
passing through a 1/2" diameter rebar set at 400.00'(cap
*3175), for a distance of 449.45' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
set,(cap #3175), the northeast corner of Tract 1;
thence; severing the lands of Hale, south 16° 08' 59" east
357.05' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, (cap #3175), the
southeast corner of Tract - 1;
thence; south 78° 32' 18" west 369.64' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set (cap #3175) in the east line of the Joe Bolin
property (Deed Book 319, Page 348);
thence; with the east line of said Bolin tract, north 34° 56'
47" west 7.08' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set (cap #3175), in
the south line of Tract II to be conveyed to Orville
Herndon;
0
thence; with the south line of Tract II, north 65 16' 27"
east 71.71' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set (cap #3175);
thence; with the east line of Tract II, north 35° 00'54" west
89.42' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set(cap #3175);
thence; with the north line of Tract II, south 65° 16' 27"
west 100.00'to a 3/4" iron pipe found, the northeast corner
of the Orville Herndon property (Deed Book 177, Page
922), and being the southeast corner of the Bill Murray
property (Deed Book 195, Page 419);
thence; with Murray's east line, north 28° 10' 04" west
139.00' to a 3/4" iron pipe found, the southeast corner of
the Tom Miller property;
thence, with Miller's east line, north 120 39' 39" west,
passing through a 1/2" diameter rebar found at 129.28',
for a distance of 140.79' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 3.3975 acres.
ALSO: An access easement 20' in width extending eastward from the east line of North 4th Street, across the Joe
Bolin property (Deed Book 319, Page 348), and then
across the lands of said Dwayne Hale (Deed Book 279,
Page 431), northward to the south line of Tract-1
described above, said easement being further described as
follows:
Beginning at a point in the south line of Tract I, located
127.85' east of the east line of Joe Bolin property (Deed
319, Page 348), being the west side of said easement:
thence; with the south line of Tract I, north 780 32'18" east
20.02' to the east side of said easement;
thence; south 13° 44' 13" east 8.86' to the beginning of a
curve to the right having a radius of 201.89';
thence; with the arc of said curve, an arc distance of
277.02', the chord of which bears south 25° 34' 23" west
255.79' to the end of said curve;
thence; south 64° 52'56" west 41.91'to a point in the south
line of the Joe Bolin property;
thence; with Bolin,'§ south line, north 48° 49' 43" east
103.71' to an angle point in said Bolin property;
thence; still Bolin's line, north 06° 46' 54" west 0.87' to a
point on a curve in the north line of the easement
described herein, said curve bears to the left with a radius
of 181.89';
thence; with the arc of said curve, an arc distance of
190.51', the chord of which bears north 16° 16' 12" east
181.92', to the end of said curve;
thence; north 130 44' 13" west 9.66' to the point of beginning.
This easement contains 0.1264 acres.
Being a portion of the same property conveyed by deed
from Emma Nell Mahan Steele, et vir, et al to Dwayne
Hale and wife, Janice Hale, dated March 12, 1998 as
recorded in Book 279, Page 431, in the Office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good surety for the
remainder of the purchase price, said amount bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due
and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid.
Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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759-5177
050
Lost and Found
FOUND: Young gray
white cat behind The Keg
Restaurant 761-1218
LOST: Female long haired
gray tabby cat, lost in
Gatesborough Call 270753-8233
The Place to Start....

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916
060
Help Wanted
OFFICE nurse for established medical practice
Send resume to: P.O. Box
1040-C Murray, KY 42071
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
currently accepting applications for the position of
Admissions Coordinator
We are looking for a hardworking, go-getter preferably with a working knowledge of long term care,
Medicare and Medicaid
For a rewarding career in
the health care field, apply
in person at Britthaven of
Benton Hwy 641S Benton
KY 42025 NO PHONE
PLEASE
CALLS
EOE/AAE
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
currently seeking an RN to
fill the position of Quality
Improvement Nurse The
applicant must be licensed
in the State of KY and be
willing to take call Knowledge of LTC preferable.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton HWY
641 S Benton KY 42025.
NO PHONE CALLS

PLEASE EOE/AAE
DRIVERS needed ComHome
petitive wages
weekends. Benefits Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 2 years experience. Clean driving record
(800) 468-6087.
FULL and part-time positions as residential providers available for community based residential program for developmentally
disabled adults Our company offers various shifts
but all openings are nights
and weekend shifts. We
offer opportunity including
paid training, 401K. medicaUdental insurance, paid
holidays, vacation and sick
leave. Please apply in person at Community Altematives of Kentucky. 6145
Symsonia Hwy, Symsonia,
KY. EOEJM/F/DN
GROWING child care center seeking full and part
time teachers. Apply in
person at 350 Utterback
Fie Murray
MRS Kims & Mrs Kim Too
Daycare are know accepting applications for teachers, please come by either
location to pick up an application. Murray or Hardin. 437-4989 or 767-0791
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
In person 0 Sonic Orly.in. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Please.
PERSONS needed for re
ceptionist and clerical
work No experience necessary Call 753-9204
TWO Star child care center looking for full-time and
part-time professional child
care providers to guide
children ages birth 5 yrs
Child development knowledge required Apply at
109 S 15th St Murray
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NCIAL SERVICES,

A 0.419 acre tract of land
as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky,
August, 1988, located at 507
South Eleventh Street in the
City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, shown as Lot 6, Block
4, Fairgrounds Addition to the
lbwn of Murray, Deed Book 48,
Page 459, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwest corner
of the herein described tract
of land and the Southwest corner
of the Kathryn Riley Carman
Property, Deed Book 160, Card 2437,
said point being a #4 Rebar set 91.05 feet South of the center
line of Pogue Avenue and
20.44 feet East of the centerline of
South Eleventh Street;
thence, South 87 deg. 58' 22" East 243.42 feet with the said
Carman South Property Line to
an existing iron pin at the
Northeast corner of the herein descri
bed tract of land;

thence, North 2 deg. 21' 14" East - 74.46
feet with the East side
of South Eleventh Street to the point
of beginning.
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This property does not lie within the
flood hazard area.
LESS AND EXCEPT a 0.016 acre tract as
shown on a Minor
Subdivision Plat recorded in Plat Book 13,
Page 79, as conveyed
in the deed recorded in Book 180, Card
1988, in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
Deborah A. Jones obtained title to the above
-described property
by deed from Ralph E. Jones, single, dated
November 7, 1997,
recorded on November 21, 1997, in Book
270,
Page 504, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway Count
y Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold
on a
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, cash or credit basis of
the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner ten percen
t of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder
of the purchase
price with good and sufficient surety, said amount
bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and
payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascert
ained and paid
but sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.

DEFENDANTS

ALSO; A 2000 Fleetwood. LakePointe
28' a 52' mobile
home. Serial OYFLY45AB01528LP12.
The aforementioned property shall be sold
on a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30
days, the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner
ten percent of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the
remainder of the purchase
price with good and sufficient surety, said
amount beating interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty (30) days. Alien shall be
retained on the property as
additional 'security. MI delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and
paid.
••
Dated this 18th day of December, 2003

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST
successor by merger with AREA BANK,
formerly PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY,
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VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
LOU ANN BIRDSONG (in rem),
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF LOU ANN BIRDSONG (in
rem),
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on November 25, 2003, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auctio
n
on Monday, January 26, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Being Lot 13, of the lethel Estates Subdivision as set forth in
Plat Book 21, Page 70, Slide 1982, in the Office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to Lou Ann Birdsong, a single person, by deed dated December 30, 1999,from Edwin Lewis
and Gennieve Lewis, his wife, of record in Deed Book 336, Page
221, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
ALSO; A 2000 16' x 80' manufactured home serial number
CH1AL22950.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent (10%) of the
sale price and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of
the purchase price, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid.
Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This tract contains 4.0002 acres, but is subjec
t however to any
additional right-of-way for Douglas Road
which may 1;:' of
record.
Christopher McCormack, et ux., obtained title
to the above'
described property by virtue of a deed from
Paul Max Bonner. et
ux., dated March 9, 1999, and recorded in
Book 311, Page.:345.
in the office of the Clerk of Calloway Count
y.
The aforementioned property shall be sold
on a cash or credit basis Of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days,
the purchaser shall he
required to deposit with the commissioner one
third of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remai
nder of the purchase
price payable in two installments with good.and
sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until
paid. and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
retained on the property as additional securi days.. A lien shall be
ty. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid.
Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.
R2spectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
_Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00462

•
PLAINTIFF,

MARK J. OUTLAND,

PLAINTIFF,

LARRY ROBERTS,PUBLIC ADMINISTRATO
R
OF THE ESTATE OF JERRY PENDERGRASS,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF JERRY PENDERGR
ASS,
WANDA DARLENE PENDERGRASS,
DEFENDANTS

CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP.,
F/K/A GREEN TREE FINANCIALSERVICING CORP.,
N/K/A GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,
PLAIN

Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in
the south line of
Douglas Road, located approximately 0.1 miles
west of Speaker
Trail, and being the northeast corner of Tract
I described herein; thence severing the lands of Max Bonne
r, South 08 deg. 18'
21" east 486.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set,
the southeast corner of Tract I; thence north 89 deg. 11'56"
west 396.27' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar set, the southwest corner
of Tract I; thence
north 00 deg. 44' 10" west 486.00'to a 1/2" diame
ter rebar set in
the south line of Douglas Road; thence 25'
from and parallel to
the centerline of Douglas Road the following
bearings and distances: south 80 deg. 48' 18" east 89.03'to a
1/2" diameter rebar
set; south 86 deg. 53' 26" east 68.862' to a
1/2" diameter rebar
set; north 87 deg. 38'09" east 177.81' to the
point of beginning.

NOTICE OF SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-C1-00234

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on December 8, 2003,in the
above cause. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction
on Monday, January 26, 2004, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly descri
bed as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated
approximately 7.5
miles southeast of the City of Murray, in
the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part
of the Northwest
Quarter of Section 6, Township 1, Range 6 East,
and being Tract
I of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Max
Bonner property of
record in Plat Book 25, Page 84, Slide 2499,
and being further
described as follows:

VS.,

VS.,
m-

DEFENDANTS

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
d/b/a AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LEND
ER,AND
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRA
TION
SYSTEMS, INC., AS NOMINEE FOR LEND
ER,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00375

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF,

CHRISTOPHER S. McCORMACK,A/K/A
CHRISTOPHER McCORMACK,
MARY K. McCORMACK,A/K/A
MARY McCORMACK,

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.

st
ith

CENTRAL MORTGAGE COMPANY,
NOTICE OF SALE

Being a part of the same property conveyed
by deed from Gary
Wade Ahart and his wife, Deborah Fay
Ahart, dated April 17,
2000, of record in Book 344, Page 482,
in the office of the
Calloway County Court Clerk.

This property is subject to all previously
conveyed easements
and right-of-ways.

of
or.
rdra-

PLAINTIFF,

Thence, with the centerline of Pond View
Road,-an
d-along the
arc of a curve to the left having radius of 52.45'
,
tance of 69.72', the chord of which bears north for an arc dis51 deg. 44'08"
east 65.70' to the southwest corner of Lot
17;- thence with the
south line of Lot 17, south 78 deg. 20'45" east,
passing through
a 1/2" diameter rebar set at 25.00', for the
distance ef 226.52'to
a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the west line of
the
property; thence with the Hardie's west line, Hubert Hardie
south 02 deg. 19'
14" west 211.39' to a 1/2" diameter rebar found,
the northwest
corner of Tract 1 of the Ralph and Bobby
McDaniel property
(Plat Book 24, Page 24, Slide 2e37); thence
with the McDaniel's
north line, north 89 deg. 48'24" west 161.03
', passing through a
1/2" diameter rebar set at 219.37', for the
distance of 245.93' to
the point of beginning. This tract contains
1.1928 acres, but is
subject however to a 25' wide roadway easem
ent for Pond View
Road.

thence, North 87 deg. 50'34" West - 244.6
1 feet with the Tremon
Farris North Property Line, Deed Book
160, Card 89 to a #4 Rebar set at the Southwest corner of
the herein described tract of
land;

is

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-CI-00446

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 28, 2003, in the above
Cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse. door in
the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder
on Monday, January 12, 2004, at the hour of , at public auction
10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property
locate
d in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly descri
bed as follows to wit:
Legal Description of a tract of land situated
miles west of the Town of Dexter, in the approximately 1.5
County of Calloway,
State of Kentucky, being part of the
southwest Quarter of
Section 10, Township 3, Range 4 East, and
also being Lot 18 of
a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Abaft
and Debbie Ahart
property of record in Plat Book 28. Page
95, Slide 2711, said
Minor Plat is a Partial Replat of Tract II of
record in Plat Book
24, Page 24, Slide 2237, and being further
described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the centerline of Pond
View Road, located 878.61' east of the centerline of Hopki
ns Road, being the
northeast corner of Lot 19, and the northw
est corner of Lot 18
described herein;

thence, South 1 deg. 05' 20" West 75.02 feet with the Glen
Joiner West Property Line, Deed
Book 164, Card 2268, to an
existing iron pipe at the Southeast
corner of the herein
described tract of land;

Leoal
Notice

VS.,

SHANNON J. WESTMORELAND,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
SHANNON J. WESTMORELAND,
DEFENDANTS

010

La.
Notice

NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment
and Order of Sale entered by the Callo
way
Circuit Court on November 12,
2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, January 26,
2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., cat.,
or
thereabout, the following descri
bed property with its address being
507 South 11th Street,
Murray, located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows to wit:

be.
.x
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VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE
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GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC F/K/A
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP.

PLAINTIFF,

VS ,

DEBORAH A. JONES,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
DEBORAH A. JONES,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENT
UCKY,
BENEFICIARY KENTUCKY,
D/B/A BENEFICIAL MORT INC.,
GAGE CO.
of KENTUCKY,

010

Laaal

0-.#arIbIW

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 2004

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
COURT
Civil Action No.01-CI-00423

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-C1-0038
4
AMERICAN GENERAL
FINA
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entere
d by the Calloway
Circuit Court on November 12, 2003, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder City of Murray,
, at public auction
on Monday, January 12, 2004. at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described preperty
located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly descri
bed as follows to wit:
Being a part of the S.E. Qr. of Sec. 26, T. 3, R. 3, East.
Beginning
at a stake on the West edge of State Highway
No. 299 the
Southeast corner to the Methodist Church Parso
nage lot;
thence West with property line of Parsonage lot, Kirksey High
School lot, and Hugh Gingles line about 106 poles to a stake corner to Hugh Gingles; thence South with said Gingles 18 poles
and 13 feet to a stake in lane and in the property line of Devo
Reed; thence, east with said Reed about 73 poles to a stake corner to Haien and Dell Smith. thence North with said Smith's
line about 8 poles and 13 feet to a stake corner to said Smiths;
thence East with said Smiths about 33 poles to a stake in the
West edge of said Highway 299; thence North with said
Highway about 10 poles to the point of beginning, containing 12
acres more or less.

DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of
Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on December 8, 2003, in
the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highes
t bidder, at public auction
on Monday, January 19, 2004, at the
hou of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described prope
located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly
descri d as follows to wit:
Lot 4 in Purdom, Purdom and Miller
Subdivi on as recorded in
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
This conveyance is subject to all easements,
restrictions, rightsof-way and prior mineral reservations
and mineral conveyances
of record.
Being in all respects the same property
conveyed to Mark J.
Outland, single, by Deed of Conveyance
from Anna J. Holt, an
unremarried widow, dated December 13,
2001, and filed
December 19,2001, of record in Book 409,
Page 82, in the office
of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
The aforementioned propertyoshall be sold on
a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days,
the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner one-th
ird of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remai
nder of the purchase
price in two equal installments with good
and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(301 days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional securi
ty. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid.
Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.

Being the same property Jerry Pendergrass obtained from
Harvey G. Story and wife. Reva Story. dated May 12, 1978, and
of record in nook 158, Card 1652, and by Quitclaim deed from
Patricia Pendergrass, aJingle person, dated January 25, 1999,
and of record in Book 368. Page 180, all of record in the office of
the Callo)yay County Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said amount
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2003 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 18th day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Respectfully submitted.
Max W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Help Wanted

NEEDED
Stone
cleaned 753-0010

wall

RECEPTIONIST for busy,
fast-paced medical practice Duties include but not
limited to meeting patients
coding and billing Secretarial and other duties
Prier team player with
medical office experience
who will do whatever it
takes to get the lob done
Reply to PO Box 1040C
Murray, KY 42071

MOVING SALE

Now accepting
applications for
servers &
hostesses
Apply in person
616 N. 12th Street

Can be seen at
79 Gibbs Store
Rd. by calling
753-8234 or
cell 339-7480
Entertainment
Center - $200
Enclosed Computer
Cabinet - $200
Dining Table &
8 chars
2 wiarms - $50047
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00083

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-CI-00342
BANK OF AMERICA N.A.
do BANK OF AMERICA MORTGAGE,
VS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-C1-00278
PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

JEREMY CONDER,
SARAH E. CONDER,
BANK ONE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Successor by Merger to Firstar
Bank National Association,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT, OCCUPANT, et al.,

DEFENDANTS

n to the 'Tbwn of
Lot 17 in Block B in Crestmere Subdivisio
the office of the
in
record
of
plat
by
shown
Murray, Kentucky as
2, Page 72.
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book
restrictions, proviThe lot herein conveyed is sold subject to all
123 Page 93 in
sions and conditions as appears in Deed Book
Court.
County
Calloway
the
of
Clerk
the
rif
the office
and Sarah
Being the same property conveyed to Jeremy Conder
in Deed
recorded
2000
10,
February
dated
deed
by
E. Condor
Calloway
the
of
Clerk
the
of
office
Book 538, Page 753, in the
County Court.
or credit basis of
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash
purchaser shall be
the
days,
30
of
credit
a
on
sold
if
but
days,
30
the purchase
required to deposit with the commissioner one-third of
of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder
surety, said
price in two equal installments with good and sufficient sale until
of
date
the
.from
annum
per
12%
at
amount bearing interest
A lien shall be
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days.
t taxes
delinquen
All
security.
additional
as
property
retained on the
shall be ascertained and paid.
Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00222
PLAINTIFF,

UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender and
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender,
PLAINTIFF

ALGIE W. GRAVES, JR.,
BETTY L. BOGGESS,
CITY OF MURRAY, ET AL.,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 25, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
January 19, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 0.152 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of TRINITY
ENGINEERING, INC., of Murray, Kentucky, on May 18, 1995,
located on South Sixth Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
shown by plat recorded in Plat Book, 18 Page 93, and being more
particularly described as follows

NOTICE OF SALE
Unknown Defendant, Spouse of Ruby J. Leslie,
a/k/a Ruby Jo Leslie, Area Bank,
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Inheritance Tax Division,
Unknown Defendants, who are the Heirs or Devisees
or Legatees of Ruby J. Leslie, a/k/a Ruby Jo Leslie,
and their Spouses and any Unknown Person who may
have an interest in the Property which is the
DEFENDANTS
subject matter of this action,
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
proCircuit Court on November 25, 2003, in the above cause, I shall
ceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
c.s.t., or
on Monday, January 12, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
wit:
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to

Beginning at a #4 rebar (set)at the base of a concrete block wall
on the west right-of-way of South 6th Street (50' R/W), 92 feet
north of the centerline of Vine Street (40' R/W), said rebar being
the northeast corner of the Moore property(Deed Book 156, Card
1560) and the southeast corner of the herein described tract of
land;
thence, South 85 degrees 18'09" West of a distance of 91.00 feet
with the north line of the Moore property to a #4 rebar (set), said
rebar being the southwest corner of the herein described tract of
land;
thence, North 04 degrees 58'46%Lest for distince of 71.98 feet
with the east line of the Senceman property (Deed Book 178,
Card 1238)to a #4 rebar(set), said rebar being the northeast corner of the Senceman property and the northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land;
thence, North 84 degrees 39'58" East for a distance of 91.36 feet
with the south line of the Chandler property (Deed Book 164,
Card 11424 to a #4 rebar (set) on the west right-of-way of South
6th (50' R/W), said rebar being the southeast corner of the
Chandler property and the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;

Beginning at an iron stake on the East edge of State Highway
No. 95 opposite Mrs. Beckham Diuguids driveway; thence
southvtard with the East edge of said Highway about 338 feet to
(now
a stake, corner to Rumfelt; thence East with Rumfelt's
owned by Outland) line 170.5 feet to a stake; thence North 320
feet to a stake near a cedar tree; thence West 368.5 feet to the
point of beginning, containing two (2) acres, more or less, and
being a part of Section 15, T2., R.4., East. Being the same property devised to Cynthia Ann Leslie by the Last Will and
Thstament of Liza Spann of record in Will Book 1, at Card 1449,
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office. Martha Spann
died on May 19, 1990.
Being the same property devised to Ruby Jo Leslie from
Cynthia Ann Leslie, single, dated September 15, 1997 and
recorded on September 22, 1997, in Book 205, Page 699, in the
office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
of
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
be
shall
purchaser
the
days,
30
of
credit
a
on
sold
if
30 days, but
required to deposit with the commissioner one-third of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase
price in two equal installments with good and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid.
Dated this 18th day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

thence, South 4 degrees 41'51" East for a distance of 73.00 feet
with the west right-of-way of South 6th Street to the point of
beginning.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00273

Together with and subject to Covenants, Easements and
Restrictions of record.

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
,
ELIZABETH A. HORNBACK)
AIK1A ELIZABETH ANN HORNBACK,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF ELIZABETH A.
HORNBACK, A/K/A ELIZABETH ANN HORNBACK,
HOUSEHOLD BANK (NV), N.A.,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, BY AND ON BEHALF OF
SARAH JANE SCHAAF,
DEFENDANTS
SECRETARY OF REVENUE,
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 28, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, January 12, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 10 of the Timber Trail Subdivision as shotv on plat recorded in Plat Book 22, Page 9, Slide 2122 in the :7alloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as set forth in the aforesaid Office in Plat Book 22,Page 9, Slide
2122. Such restrictions are specifically referred to in the conveyance as if same were written herein in full.
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Glindel Reaves
and wife, Jane M. Reaves and Joe H. Spann and wife, Sue M.
Spann to Elizabeth Ann Hornbeck, dated May 4, 1998, of record
in Book 286, Page 283, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be
.required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase
price with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained snd
paid.
Dated this 18th day of December, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Algie W.
Graves, single, and Betty L. Boggess, single, by Deed of
Conveyance from Keith Covey and wife, Glenda Covey, dated
April 12, 2001, and filed April 17, 2Q01, of record in Book 375,
Page 357, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.
D/B/A AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER,

The aforementioned property shall be sold on cash or credit basis of 30
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with the commissioner one-third of the purchase price in
cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase price in
two equal installments with good and sufficient surety, said amount
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid.

MISTY D. BOSWELL, a/k/a
MISTY D. NADEAU, a/k/a
MISTY D. BOSVVELL NADEAU,
WILLIAM E. NADEAU,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT, OCCUPANT,
FIRST CONSUMER CREDIT LLC,
CORINTHIAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION
D/B/A SOUTHBANC MORTGAGE,

DATED this 22nd day of December, 2003
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Used Car
Manager
Finance
Manager
Growing New Car

753-1712

Dealership needs to
fill above positions.
Min. one year
expenence. All
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inguines are strictly
confidential
Send resume and
earnings history to
P.O. Box 1040F
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

Articles
For Sale
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Get a dishnetwork 2 or 3
room satellite system free,
installed free. Get 3
months of America's Top
100 channels plus 13
channels of HBO & Cinemax free. Also available
are your local networks_
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite at 759-0901 or toll
free 877-455-0901 for
more information.

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
090
Domestic & Childcare
EXPERIENCED:

Will

LARGE Oak Computer
Desk $75 OBO 19" TV
$40 OBO 761-1218

MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On srte service
759.3556

Appliances

clean up after new con
struction. remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc
Valerie 436-5914

Help Wanted

150

Notice

HOUSEKEEPER, quality
care, reasonable rates. local references Available
immediately 436-6028
MRS Kims & Mrs Kim Too
Daycare now has openings for children 6wks12yrs Please come by either location Hardin or
Murray 437-4989 or 7670791

Business
Opportunity
DOLLAR Store Own a
Dollar Store 1-800-2275314

Large Selection

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633

On the Square
755-1713

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on November 25, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, January 19, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of the southeast quarter of Section 20,
Township 3, Range 3 East, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin located 15 feet east of the centerline of
the Old Backusburg Road, said point also being located on the
north property line of Fred Tbbey; thence North 4 degrees
15.00" west and along the east edge of said roadway 130.00 feet
to an iron pin; thence north 87 degrees 46' 20" east 300.00 feet
to an iron pin; thence south 4 degrees 15.00" east 130.00 feet to
the point of the beginning. This tract contains 0.895 acres, but
is subject to any additional road right of way, which may be of
record.
Being the same property conveyed to Misty D. Nadeau and
William E. Nadeau, from Misty D. Nadeau fka Misty D.
Boswell, by Deed dated December 20,2002, and recorded March
17, 2003, in Deed Book 476, Page 367, in the Calloway County
Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner one-third of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase
price in two equal installments with good and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annumifrom the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid.

160
Horne Furnishings

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

WWW TROTTERSWOODSHOP COM
ELECTRIC base board,
heaters air conditioners.
refrigerators. used carpeting 753-4109
150
I

TREADMILL for sale $250
753-4725
L.P. Gas Refills New
tanks & valves in stock.
B & B Brokers. 753-4389.

E all computer upgrade and repair 7593772

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

PLAINTIFF,

Dated this 22nd day of December, 2003.

CASH paid for
good used guns •
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray

Articles
For Sale

PLAINTIFF,

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

entered by the Calloway
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
cause, I shall proabove
the
in
2003,
25,
November
Circuit Court on
City of Murray,
the
in
door
e
ceed to offer for sale at the Courthous
at public auction
bidder,
highest
the
to
Kentucky,
County,
Calloway
of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
on Monday. January 19, 2004, at the hour
with its address being'
property
thereabout, the following described
in Calloway County,
located
Kentucky,
Murray,
Street,
Parklane
1502
to wit:
follows
as
described
y
particularl
Kentucky, and more

•

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC., AS NOMINEE FOR
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC., D/B/A
AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER AND
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC., D/B/A
AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER,

Logi
Nadas

Lead
NOON*

Legal
Notice

LIKE new. couch Burgundy. natural colors 7591628 $225 leave message

130
Farm Equipment

270
Mobile Horn*. For Sale

Firewood

FIREWOOD Oak & Hick
1976 Chevy C60 16' grain ory $40 delivered &
bed. 450 Bu Corn Cap stacked. 270-435-4494
Roll over tarp with assist
axle Excellent 270 MF FIREWOOD Seasoned or
Green Oak & Hickory.
Tractor 65 HP, very good,
753-5476
14' M&W ridgid frame
270
Bush hog, very good.
Mobil. Homes For Sale
(270) 492-8659
CASE/DROTT 40 excavator, good farm trackhoe
$6500 Call 731-584-6502

Homes For Sale

1990 mobile home 14X80ft
"ENTERTAINER
HOME"
Excellent condition $8500.
Call 731-660;3243 (Days) is here Check out this
32x80 for only
731-660-5010 (Evenings)
2BR older but nice mobile $64,900.00.Fleetwood's
home on corner lot 4/10rni #1 home.(800)533-3568
to lake_ $10,500. Call 270527-7067

1999 Fleetwood 16X80
damaged $10,600 Call
270-293-1837 or 753-7975

.
•

LEL

INVOICE SALE
This is a beautiful 14x70
singlewide that will be sold
for $21,900.00 (800)5333568

•Pr-1V-14P,

HOLIDAY Season Special
Beautiful 2400 sq. ft
Home on 2 acres Assume
payments Call Clayton
Homes in Camden 731584-9429

MURRAY LEDGER &

TIMES

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7, 2004
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Macs

COMMONWEALFH OF KEN
TUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI
-00112
U.S. Bank National Associat
ion,
As Trustee under the Pooling
and
Servicing Agreement, Dated
as of February 1, 2002
,
among Credit-Based Asset
Servicing and
Securitization LLC,Asset
Backed Funding
Corporation, Litton Loan
Servicing LP and JP Morg
an
Chase Bank, C-BASS Mort
gage
Certificates, Series 2002-CBI Loan Asset-Backed
, without recourse
do Litton Loan Servicing, L.P
PLAINTIFF,
VS ,

gm.~e•ows••••••••—•••1111PNOINIMINS

IIIIIIIIIP

DRYWALL Finisher 4365931

Supplies
PUPPIES Lhasa apso
Male $200.00.Shih Tzu
,
Females $225.00.(270
382-2831

ELECTRONIC
Clinic
1709A Hwy 121 Bypass N
Replsirs on almost all electronic equipment Mon-Fri
10am-5 30pm
270-7670556

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
-Carpets "Furniture
"Emergency water
removal
"Free Estimates
"Wrinkle Repair
"Quick Drying
753-5827

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Flours
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Will Do Insurance Work
Trimming, removal, stump
is SA watercard Ap4ca
grind
ing, firewood InsurHAY
Orchard
grass, ed
4892839
oak/wheat or Tifton 44,
lar•wrer *ire cold ars iss op sr SIM per feu
isas &es op to UM mit mad Rol the me .1
Square or shedded round
ROOF LEAKING"
HANDYMAN Carpenter
bails Can deliver 731-669Mammajueosegeisquallese Amager
Call a professional
All
types
tie Schersis nee.I Weis lel min and doiseq
7366 or 731-695-3444
WWW TROTTERS Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
435-4645
le ear SI yen,igen islismitivaa1 steels wit%
WOODSHOP COM
753-5848
a meg sasepsessrd Mrit sake cotoms
Donald Simmons
sorsa skilk to joia vs is tke Wort Orr ons
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Homes For Saki
Decks Home Additions
JUNK/ RUBBISH RemovNOTICE OF SALE
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
al, we'll haul away almost
38R brick house on Brimn anything,
Garages Pole Barns, MetWILLIAM F. BARGER,
from attics to
Oman Weave a rue symeasdislie respreseillits fethr see set
Rd
753-2861
al Buildings
iisisery of bed pram dreigkeist as lieseelemtery.Erotism a
barns odd lobs, Senior
Fencing
RHONDA J. BARGER,
On The Square • Murray
aim meow unite rir Mom sisiesel preterit A1-yerroesary
Quality Workmanship
DEFENDANTS
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1 Discounts (270)489-2583
Armee is big* des Ye se egoist
12701 753-1713
Licensed
By virtue of a Judgment and
Bath, Living room & Dining
WALTERS
Order of Sale entered by the
753-7860 753-1194
We sin pid
Circuit Court on November
room,
Call
oredica
oway
works
CONT
liksoll
hop,
RACT
ik
issorm
big
ING
front
as
01(k).
Pold na25, 2003, in the above caus
SUREWAY
ils sal mere
e, I shall pro& back yard. $61,900. DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
ceed to offer for sale at the
ALL
Carpentry
New
Courthouse door in the City
TREE SERVICE
Siding, Addition, and Re753-4109.
Homes, add on's, garages,
of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky,
Get
die
scoop
on
all
tile
dtuily
by
WW1
400-lEMPLOY
to the highest bidder, at
Stump Removal
pole
public
barns, home & mobile
on Monday, January 12, 2004
(1440-134-50) let Cede 91921
NICE 3 Bedroom Home modeling Quality Work.
Insured with full line of
, at the hour of 10:00 a.m. auction
home repair, water & terthebout, the following
, c.s.t., or
Reduced for sale 753- Over 30 Years Experiequi
pmen
described property located
Quieted candidates mar lye it lean son
t
es',apaf
mite damage, screened
ence. Gerald Walters. 753in Call
5731
nty, Kentucky, and more
*mat word
Free estimates
particularly described as follows oway
porches, sun rooms Lic'-t
2592
to wit:
OWNER relocating, newly
753-5484
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
EOUU
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter
built 1700sq ft. home. 3 SACKHOE & TRUCKING
rebar found (the southwest corn
7539372 or 753-0353
CALL
us
for
your holiday
of Lot 13) on the east line
er
bedroom, kitchen, dining
ROY HILL.
of Ridge Road, a 50' wide road
house cleaning plus paintshown by Plat of Highland
as
room, utility room, full
Septi
c
syste
m, gravel,
DOZER AND
Hills Subdivision of record
ing Minor carpentry &
in Plat
Book 2, Page 81, Slide 281;
bathroom, master bathwhite rock
BACK HOE WORK &
thence, South 87 deg. 33' 46"
plumb
ing.
30
yrs
exper
room with whirlpool tub,
iWest
175.03'to a 3/4" iron pipe foun
436-2113
GRAVEL HAULING.
d, the
ence. References given
walk-in closets, C/H/A. Dozer work & Track hoe
thence, south 12 deg. 44'03" west southwest corner of Lot 14;
Public or Contract
, passing through a 112" diam
Call
270-435-4682
Large 2 car garage, shed
eter rebar set at 189.20', for
Contact at 270-753-9503
a distance of 358.72' to the
& fencing for goats Sitting
north
line of Lot 3 (the terminus
of the access easement desc
320
on 4 1/2 beautiful acres lo120
ribed
herein).
Apartments For Rent
cated at 7928 94W Lynn
Apartments For Rent
Grove. $136.000. Call HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Jan.
Legal description of a tract of
moment to express yourself.
land situated approximately
Tonight. Du
251-0463 for appointment. 8, 2004:
2BR apt 0 908 Hillwood
11
miles northeast of the City
RED OAKS APTS.
something for yourself
of Murray in the County
You get the green light this year, as
$350
/mo.
Call
7594406
of
long
Calloway, State of Kentucky,
Spacial
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
being a part of Section 18,
www kyfSbodirect corn as you are willing to work with others
2BR Brick duplex, TVA apTownship 3, Range 6 East,
$100 Deposit
***** Finally you
and being Lot 3 of
direct
will see the
ly
and
on an individual level. You
See local home§ for sale
Minor
proved very economical
1BR From $280
Subdivision Plat of the Jame
results of months of hard work.
s M. Harris and Ruby
gain because of your ability to
Meetings
by
owner
'
Call
C/H/A
767Juan
9308
relate, add to your
, mowing & applianita
2BR From $325
Harris property of record in Plat
relief as you gain supporters
which becomes extremely stron
Book 23, Page 48, Slide 2161,
for info
.
ces furnished. No pets, deg. You
Cali Today!
and being further described as
Be careful with a flirtation
will detach more often and take a
follows:
or .a child.
posit & lease required.
7534868.
second This person could
be playing you and not .
wew.kyfsbodirect.corn look at others' behavior,
753-7185. Available Feb- UNIV
understanding
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be as he or she appears to
ERSITY Henshts is
r set in the east line of the
- ighocal homes for sale them even better. You will
be. Tonight:
ruary
1st.
grow both
Billy Travis property, the sout
now a64epting applications by owner! Call
You are the party.
hwest corner of Lot 2 and the
767-9308 emotionally and intellectu
2BR C/H/A, carport, no for 1 & 2 BR
ally.
Your
northwest corner of Lot 3 desc
rental assist- for info.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ribed herein; thence, with the
career and/or public image will
pets, 1 yr lease S350p/mo ed apartments
south line of Lot 2, south 86
be ****.Others
. M-W-TH,
look to you for help and
deg. 47' 23" east 564.35' to a 1/2"
enhan
ced
from
7539636
fall 2004 through 2005.
8-5. 1734 Campbell St.
diameter rebar set in the west
responsibility, a position you
line of the H.B. Shelton properYou deserve everything you get, as
often love.
2BR
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x
297
Motorc
Heari
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ng
you
Impaired only 1ty(Deed Book 180, Card 2139);
& ATY's
Listen well to what some
thence, with Shelton's west line,
have wioised hard to reach this culmi
one shares,
bridge Dr. $400 deposit 800-648-6056
na- though it might
south 16 deg. 03' 18" east 179.47'
. 759-2282
trigger some personal
to a 3/4" iron pipe found in the
tion. If single, your ability to
$450 a month 1 yr lease Equal Housing
relate
north line of the Randel Scott
Opportuni- 99' Yama
ha Gnzzly 4X4 peaks, as does your desira
Carter property (Deed Book 240,
, 559-4773
thoug
hts.
Plan
ty.
on
being the one in charge
bility
.
You
will
Page 259); thence, with Carter's
Excellent condition 320 ac- attract some
north line, north 86 deg. 47'23"
2BR duplex C/H/A 753- VERY
one very interesting as a for several days. Tonight: It could be a
Nice 2 bedroom 2 tual miles,
west 556.73' to a 1/2" diameter
with accesso- result. If attached, you want
rebar found, the northwest cor0067
to be togeth- late night.
bath dlex w/carport w/d nes
ner of said Carter property; then
$4200 OBO 293-3677 er more than
ce, severing the lands of James
2BR NEAR MSU
ever
Plan
that
special trip. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
hook-up $550 per month
Harris, north 85 deg. 53'06" west
,95.02'to a 1/2" diameter rebar
LEO understands.
***** You might be thinking of
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 year'eases w/deposit.
betset, the southeast corner of the
Billy Travis property; thence,
ter ways to spark another's attention
2BR upstairs located at 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln
You
with Travis's east line, north 12
Used
Cars
deg. 44'03" east 170.27' to the
5353 ST RT 121 South 759-5477
.actually don't need to worry about
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'l
l
this,
point of beginning.
$285 4R9-2296
Have:
5-Dynamic;
VERY nice Townhouse apt
4-Positive; because with your imagination, you nat2131R very large duplex car- for rent in
urally will. Laughter happens throu
Cambndge. 2 •1997 Chevy Van Red 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
gh a
This tract contains 2.3637 acres
$3395
port storage building, ap- story, 2 BR,
.
misunderstanding that is finally
•
1 1/2 Bath,
•
cleared
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ss easement lying left of the
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en applian- •1994 Chevy Ext Cab
following described line.
250 your
year lease & deposit ces + washer &
game. Your creativity' starts to find CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
dryer. $2995
Available February 1st $525/mo.
Call 767-9024.
•1987 Dodge $495 Call solutions to what has recently come ***** You have someone quite genBeing in all respects the same
753-7185
prop
437-4465
down. Get rid of the filters in your erous in your life. You might want to
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say
Barger and his wife, Rhonda erty conveyed to William F.
J. Barger, by deed dated
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investment.
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one-third of the purchase
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ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
presently has units availaTHIS weeks move in spe
ing. Use good sense with your finances, Stephen Hawking (1942)
INVENTORY
530
1, 2 & 3bedrcxxn Apts
now accepting applications
•• *
ble.
cial. 1200 sq ft. Clayton
753as
money could be dripping out of your
2905
SPECIAL
or
753Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Services Offered
for 2br townhouses, basic
7536
28x60 Fleetwood Home Repo sold new in 2001 on
.
hands. Ultimately, this could cause you
902 Northwood Dr
rent $360/ month.One
a
for $44500.00 Includes 2 acres includes well, sepproblem. Take hold or find an expert to
Monday,
bedroom $330/month. Call
4365141
A
AFFO
RDAPREM
IER
delivery, set-up, a/c, skirt- tic, and electric. Call ClayMINI
STOR
help.
Tonig
AGE BLE
ht: Take a hard look at where
Wednesday, Friday.
753-1970. Leave MesHAULING, cleaning
Onside climate control
ing and footers (800)533- ton Homes in Camden.
Phone 759-4984
s.age
out garages, gutters, sunk, you are spending money.
731584-9429
storage
3568
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Equal Housing
HAZEL Apartments
tree work
*Security alarmed
***** The Moon in your sign adds
Opportunity
Now taking applications for
USED HOME
•Safe & clean
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- an extra twinkle in your
SPEC HOME
TOO #1-800-648-6056
We do take trades and we
1 & 2br units. Rent based
eyes that makes
•We sell boxes!
ING
all around clean-up, others feel like they want
Awesome Home! Ready sell used and repo
to be with you
homes I br apartment, furnished on income. Mobility impair"We rent U-Hauls
gutters, tree work 436- and say "yes"
to move into Set-up on (800)533-3568
to you. Use your charms
and all utilities paid $285. ment accessible. Phone.
753-9600.
2867
land Call today (800)533appropriately, but be aware that another
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
3568
could be doing the same to you. Tonight
10-12am. TDD No.
Mobil, Homes For Rent
A-1 Tree Service
Let the Lion in you roar.
1-800-648-6056.
Stump Removal
Equal 'Mi
ni-Storage
16X80 3BR C/H/A $13,000
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
113FI apt. $285/month + Housing Opportunity.
492-8737
14X70 3BR $4,000. Call 14X60 2BR carport, cen
** Slow down and let others display
ALL SIZE UNITS
753-3594
2
Bdrm *LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
tral gas/AC, 2.8mi eas deposit
437-4465
AVAILABLE
their magic.'How you see a situation
Free Estimates
Murray. $300/mo/deposit $325/month + deposit. bath, all appliances includWater paid. Call 293-9694 ing washer, dryer, micro
could change dramatically if you pull out
753-7953
CAR
753POR
3853
TS
Starling at
NEW 1200 Sq ft Home. 3
nr 241-3473
wave,sLarge 1 Bedroom,
$675 installed. Roy Hill for a while. Not everyone has to agree
bed, 2 bath, vinyl & shin- NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492- 1BR newly
with you, nor will they. This isn't the
all
appli
decor
ances
ated,
inclu
ding
(270)436-2113.
G &C
gle, beautiful new model_ 8488
C/H/A, W/D, $350/mo/dep washer & dryer "Large furSTO
RAG
E
and
Payments as low as $228
011
402B N. 8th St 436-2731
nished 1 Bedroom with all
PROPANE
Apartments For Rent
per month w a.c Call
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask appliances including washE Main
Clayton Homes in Camden
about move in tree days er & dryer. (270) 759-5885
(270)753-6266
731-584-9429
(2) Two Bedroom Apts to
or
(220
)
2c11Coleman RE 759-4118
7685
Cell:(270)293-4183
rent Nice 753-5731
LIVE Oak Apts.
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2 Bedroom Duplex, close
READY to move intof 1994
1 bedroom apartment to univer
Newly Remodeled
sity, stove, refrig16X60 spiral 2 bed. 1 bath
Clean and nice all applian- erator
1BR $290.00
, A/C furnished, no
total electric Home has
ces including w/d. No pets pets.
2BR
$340.00
$325
+ deposit 435kitchen appliances Washer
We now manufacture. Buy dire
270-436-5496. 270-293- 4114
38R $425.00
ct.
& Dryer. central air and 890S
$100 deposit special for
new carpet. This home
2
Order by Li a.m. &
bedroom. 2 bath, 2
"We Specialize in Cleaning
RESTAURANT 140 sea
1 Bedroom apartments, all
qualified applicants.
can be yours for as little as
pick up next day.
Interstate location Call 1
appliances at the Oaks blocks from MSU, W/D,
753-8221
"Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
$750 down and payments Apart
Hook-up, no pets, $395.00
800-844-4912
ments Colemasi RE
NEW
LY decorated, very
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
as low as $210imonth. 759per month +deposit. Refer"Brick "All External Cleaning
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MEI
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d Cleaning Available
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#1
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&
#2
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clean
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Hot
Water
and
lable in most colors
753-2
nice,
"Parking Lots & Driveways
905.
Partily fur- 759-3050
MR Park For more inforNICE 1 BR, 1 bath. C/11/A, 40X40 METAL BUILDING
mation contact Starks Bros nished. C/H/A, W/D, 12
David Borders
Phone (270) 767-0313
Call Metal Mall
miles east of Murray, no 2 BR 1 Bath with carpo
Homes at I -866-2Starks
rt, wid hook-up, 1 1/2 blocks Insulated. 12 foot high
(270
527)
pets. $250 00 mo. + de- central GM/A, 1 year from MSU.
7176
1-8
00walls,
909
gas heat, can be
-9064 • 270-247-8844
$285 per
posit. 978-0160.
lease, 1 mo deposit, no month and dep, ref
re- used for storage or shop.
SINGLE WIDE
1 Bedroom, all appliances pets 753-2905
quired.No pets. 759-3050 $250 per month, one year
SPECIAL
lease Call 489-2525
16x80 - 4 bedroom 2 bath included 1325 per month. 2. 2BR apts Northwood & ABH 753-3949 Daytime
A Bigger Selection — A Better
Price?
home Priced to move 0 deposit required. 759- Cambridge area All appli- NICE 2 br, 2 bath, duplex,
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy(
800
3781
NEW
sq
ft
.
Offic
e
ance
s furnished Call 293- garage, no pets. 436-6357
$29,825 00
(800)533space $1000 per sq ft
1 BR, $225 month, no 6968
3568
or 753-7457.
VISA
762-0040 or 345-2777
pets 753-3949.
28R 2 bath in Cambndge ONE bedroom apartments,
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-La
1 OR 2br apts near down- Very nice $475 + depos
ne
it water furnished, close to
360
(across from Memorial Gard
town Murray starling at 762-0040 345-2777
campus, No pets Call
ens)
$200/mo. 753-4109.
Open Mon -Fri 9-5 • Sat 9-4
28R 2 Bata, all appliances 753-5980
Nis I SIIPPNes
Cash V,sa Mastercard also 1224.
1
1-2, 3br apts furnished furnished, garage w/re- VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2
36 month financing
DOG Obedience
near MSU House 3 & 4 mote, very nice $575/mo. Bath Townhouse, all appliFree Delivery - 270-753-4566
Master Trainer
bedroom
753-1252 or 902B North 20th St. 753- ances, central h/a, no
436 2858
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
5344. 293-9970.
753-0808.
pets. 753-2905.
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

731-247-5422
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Diet effic-is are short-lived
DEAR DR. GOTT: I know that
low -carbohydrate diets are a safe
t.
and effective way of losing weigh
ges?
vanta
disad
What are the
DEAR .READER: Recent articles reported in the New England
Journal of Medicine have confirmed
the benefit of
weight loss in
people on lowdiets.
carb
However, the
researchers discovered that the
of
majority
patients on such
diets tend to be
inconsistent in
dieting.
Dr. Gott their
Consequently.
the beneficial
By Dr Peter
lasted
effects
D
M
H Gott.
only about six
months.
The advantage of my "no flour.
no sugar" diet is that it is easy to follow and can be modified as unwanted pounds are shed, making lack of
compliance a non-issue. Also, my
diet is not rich in fats, so high serum
'cholesterol levels are not a problem,
in contrast,to the Atkins diet.

BOB
CORNELISON
rime

Auto
Form
IRA's
Nursing Home

INSURANCE
HWY 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

STUART
ALEXANDER

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am aware
al studies showing that hormedic
of
mone replacement therapy can lead
to breast cancer. Has this relation
been confirmed?
DEAR READER: Yes, it has.
In the "million women study"
reported in the journal Lancet, the
the
documented
researchers
ne
hormo
of
ation
associ
l
unequivoca
replacement therapy (HRT) and
breast cancer. Moreover, the investigation demonstrated increased risk
from all types of HRT, including
estrogen alone or in patch form.
Before taking HRT, women must
be informed of the proven risks of
this treatment. Doctors should discourage HRT, and look instead for
alternative solutions.
DEAR DR.GOTT: My husband
constantly belches. Spicy or bland
is
foods all have the same effect. He
huge
a
with
man
a very large
s
abdomen, but won't have X-ray
will
they
what
of
because he's afraid
ed
reveal. He also gets short-wind
I'd
feet.
few
a
only
when walking
s
like some answers to what he denie
em.
might be a probl
DEAR READER: If your husband is obese, his problem with
his
weight may well be the basis for
symptoms.
As the abdomen enlarges
because of fat deposits. it can press
against the stomach, causing poor
digestion. heartburn, gas and belch
may
fat
s
exces
the
on,
additi
In
ing.
make breathing more difficult, leading to shortness of breath, especially during exercise.
I'm disappointed to learn that
your husband is afraid of what medical tests might reveal. Your husband's weight problem causes
symptoms and could be associated
with hypertension, diabetes, heart
disease and other ailments.
I really believe that he should see
a doctor. While he is awaiting his
appointment, he should get on a
diet: no junk food, sugar or alcohol.
Or he might be a good candidate for
my "no flour, no sugar" diet. Once
he starts losing pounds, he may feel
so much better that the physician
can minimize the testing.

BallyComics
t_corsiniac)

seems doomed from the outset.
DEAR ABBY: I am an attractive one
this
If your parents still insist on
and intelligent woman from India. I
may have to emanciyou
age,
marri
have high moral standards. I live
yourself from them.
with my parents in America and pate
004
have a good job. Last year some relso sad. I am
am
I
:
ABBY
R
DEA
atives told me
about killing
ing
think
and
13
only
that for the past
me that it's
two years my myself. People have told
and that is why
nes
hormo
my
just
have
Parents
time.
been I'm so moody all the
secretly
suffer from
ts
paren
my
Both
my
planning
hereditary.
is
it
say
They
.
wedding to a depression
it is my horthink
you
do
Abby,
So,
man
named
ssion? Please answer
"Rashid." I have mones or depre
le. — CONFUSED
possib
as
soon
as
never
met
FUSED: Many
CON
R
DEA
Rashid because
swings. But
Dear Abby he
mood
have
gers
teena
lives in India,
like yours,
y
histor
y
famil
nor have my par- with a
or minied
By Abigail
ignor
be
dn't
shoul
they
ents said one
should
who
n
Van Buren
perso
The
word to me mized.
family
your
is
ion
quest
your
r
answe
about this marriage plan.
al
a
medic
d
get
shoul
You
ian.
I have learned that Rashid is physic
ask
to
whit
don't
e
Pleas
tion.
evalua
divorced with four small children. I
ts to schedule one.
have also learned that he thinks he's your paren
COO
God's gift to women. He has a high
Are you aware of
:
R
ABBY
DEA
school diploma and runs a small
projects, etc. that
ons,
izati
organ
any
y
is
business that my famil owns. He
men's neckties
of
use
a womanizer who lives with his could make
en 1946 and
betwe
made
were
that
is
"secretary," but tells everyone she
than 50 of
more
saved
I've
"only a friend."(She's expecting his 2001?
and can't
ties
nd's
husba
late
my
the
at
twins.) He has told everyone
away.
them
throw
to
f
busines‘ s that he's going to America bring mysel
Y
TIES
AWA
OW
THR
T
CAN'
—
to marry the owner's daughter.
DEAR CAN'T: Why should you
My parents are unaware of all
t yourself of this treasure
dives
these facts and think Rashid would
mounting them in
be a good husband. I have no inter- trove? How about
or two? If that
ge
colla
ative
decor
a
e
a
man
est in planning a futur with
you, consider
to
l
appea
of loose morals. I want my parents doesn't
one-of-a-kind
a
create
to
them
using
I
to stop planning this marriage.
s are not
fabric
the
sure
want to date other men, but my par- quilt. I'm
items
tor's
collec
but
ous
gorge
only
ents have discouraged me from
any more ideas?
rs,
Reade
well.
as
—
I
d
do?
shoul
What
so.
doing
U.
WANTING MY FREEDOM IN
THE USA
DEAR WANTING MY FREEDOM: I don't know what is holding
you back. You should be sharing
these important facts with your parents instead of me. They may think
Rashid is a prize, but he sounds
North dealer.
more like a booby prize to me.
North-South vulnerable.
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Four children from a previous
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Daughter wants to rearrange
parents' plan for her future
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Never Say Die
was certainly correct. But after North
raised to four spades, South decided
to try for slam — and this was certainly incorrect. There was almost no
chance that 11 high-card points
opposite 16 to 18 would produce
enough tricks to make a slam. West led a dub — lucky break
No. 1 — and South had to put all his
expertise to work to make the slam
despite his two diamond losers. He
won the club with the king, played
the A-Q of spades and then cashed
the A-Q of clubs, taking care to discard a heart from his hand instead of
yielding to the temptation to immediately discard one of his diamond 10SCTS.

The rest of the play was easy
enough. South cashed the A-K of
hearts and ruffed the seven of hearts.
When the suit divided 3-3 — lucky
break No. 2 — dummy's nine of
hearts became a trick. A trump to the
jack then allowed South to discard a
diamond on the nine of hearts, and
the slam was home.
Maybe it's true that crime does
not usually pay, but the fact is that in
bndge it sometimes does. And while
it's easy to condemn South for his
optimistic bidding, it's hard to say he
was wrong when the result proved
that he was right.

Even the best players occasiony
ally get to bad contracts — usuall
this
When
g.
iddin
overb
of
se
becau
his
occurs, declarer should not spend
, but
--- jinx trying to allocate blame make
should do all he can to try to
this
the contract Here is a case of
sort
and
North opened one notrump,
which
s,
spade
three
nded
respo
South
Tomorrow: The trump echo
02004 King Features Syndicate Inc

Crosswords
43 Untrustworthy
sort
46 — spumante
47 Ante up
49 Laprectlan s
land
51 Valley
52 Lincoln,
informally
53 Not easy to find
54 Any
55 Cable —
56 Snow toy
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DOWN
1 Geisha s sash
2 Autumn colors
3 Salve
4 Scoffed
5 Demi or Dudley
6 Sitcom alien
7 TKO official
8 Verdi opera
9 Ragged
10 Branch
11 Enjoys a siesta
19 'I knew it!"
20 Cookbook amt.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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yourk•LITTLE SISTER'
you've erzobvtv ue
A LOT, APRIL

1 Planets,
in verse
5 Dent
8 Memo abbr.
12 High-fiber food
Buttermilk
13
Sky"
14 Sioux City site
15 Busy loafing
16 Switch position
17 Tap defect
18 Dirty mark
20 Zingy flavors
21 Lab monkey
24 Asian nation
27 Bratty kid
28 Pale gray
31 Checked out
32 Turkish VIP
33 Fad fudger
34 Matterhorn. e g.
35 Banking
convenience
36 Friars ri.xxr,
37 Type of
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Jan, 7, the
seventh day of 2004. There are 359
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 7, 1789, the first U.S.
presidential election was held.
Americans voted for electors who, a
George
later, chose
month
Washington to be the nation's first
president.
On this date:
In 1927, commercial transAtlantic telephone service was inaugurated between New York and
London.
In 1953, President Truman
announced in his State of the Union
address that the United States had
developed a hydrogen bomb.
In 1972, Lewis F. Powell Jr. and
William H. Rehnquist were sworn
in as the 99th and 100th members of
the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1979, Vietnamese forces cartured the Cambodian capital of
Phnom Penh, overthrowing the
Khmer Rouge government.
In 1989, Emperor Hirohito of
Japan died in Tokyo at age 87; he
was succeeded by his son, Crown
Prince Akihito.
Ten years ago: The government
reported the unemployment rate fell
to a three-year low of 6.4 percent in
December 1993. Nancy Kerrigan
withdrew from the 1.1-.S. Figure
Skating Championships in Detroit,
a day after her right leg was severely bruised in an attack following a
practice session.
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tIKE OPNED THE TUTORIAL. CO TO HIS NEW LINAVERSAL
REmOTE ANO HAO TO BE TAKEN TO EMERGENCY..
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26 Tie fabnc
28 Be ill
29 Pitcher
— Maghe
30 Paycheck
abbr
32 Had a hot dog
33 Account
books
35 Unser and
Gore
36 Corporate
exec
38 Washer
companion
39 Rips
40 European
capital
41 News article
42 Less than ten
44 Europe-Asia
border range
45 Dubin s land
47 Snow boot
48 Goat s-ha
garment

50 Beatty or
Sparks
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